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ABSTRACT

as a

The ability to generatea suitablefinite element mesh in an automaticfashion is becomingthe key to being
able to automatethe entire engineeringanalysis process. However,placing an all-hexahedronmesh in a
general three-dimensionalbody continuesto be an elusive goal.The approachinvestigatedin this research
is fundamentallydifferentfrom any other that we know of. A physical analogy viewpoint is used to
formulate the actual meshingproblemwhich constructs a globalmathematicaldescriptionof the problem.
The analogy used was that of minimizingthe electrical potential of a systemchargedparticles within a
charged domain.The particles in the presented analogy represent duals to mesh elements (i.e, quads or
hexes).Particle movement is governedby a mathematicalfunctionalwhich accountsfor inter-particles
repulsive, attractive and tilgnment forces. This functional is minimizedto fmd the optimrdlocation and
orientationof each particle. After the particles are connected a mesh can be easily resolved. The
mathematicaldescriptionfor this problemis as easy to formulatein three-dimensionsas it is in two- or one-
dimensions.

The meshing algorithmwas developedwithin CoMeT.It can solvethe two-dimensionalmeshingproblem
for convex and concave geometries in a purely automated fashion.Investigationof the robustnessof the
techniquehas showna successrate of approximately99% for the two-dimensionalgeometries tested.Run
times to mesh a 100 element complex geometrywere typically in the 10minute range. Efficiency of the
technique is still an issue that needs to be addressed.Performanceis an issue that is critical for most
engineers generatingmeshes.It was not for this project. The primary focus of thk work was to investigate
and evaluate a meshingalgorithmlphilosophywith efficiency issuesbeing secondary.

The algorithmwas also extended to mesh three-dimensionalgeometries.Unfortunately,ordy simple
geometrieswere tested before this project ended. The primary complexityin the extension was in the
connectivityproblemformulation.Defining all of the interparticleinteractionsthat occur in three-
dimensions and expressingthem in mathematicalrelationshipsis very diff]cult.
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1.0 Introduction

Finite Element Meshing Approached as a
Global Minimization Process

1.0 Introduction

The ability to generate a suitable finite element mesh in an automatic fashion is becoming
the key to being able to automate the entire engineering analysis process. However, placing
an zill-hexahedron mesh in a general three-dimensional body continues to be an elusive
goal. Current practices, such as SNL’S “plastering”, builds a mesh fkom the outside of the
body working in using local decisions to construct the mesh. This usually leaves volumes/
voids in”the interior of the body that cannot be meshed with hexahedral elements. The
approach investigated in this research is fimdarnentally different from any other that we
know of. We start with a premise that the problem of placing an all-hex mesh in an arbitrary
three-dimensional geometry needs to be addressed from a global optimization standpoint.
Thereby, there would be no local rule or heuristic limitations and the problem would be
solved from a global standpoint. It was proposed to employ a physical analo=gyfor the
actual meshing problem that would enable construction of a global mathematical
description of the problem. The analogy used was that of minimizing the electrical potential
of a system of charged particles within a charged domain - the particles representing
elements. The mathematical description for this problem is as easy to formulate in three-
dimensions as it is in hvo- or one-dimensions.

Several meshing schemes exist which can solve a variety of meshing problems. The
proposed scheme wzqranted investigation because of its novelness. Most meshing schemes
use local decision making schemes to generate a mesh. Oftentimes this leads to difficulty
inclosing the mesh. As mentioned above, but worth reiterating is that the primary premise
of this research was to solve this meshing problem on a global scope. Therefore, the final
difficulty of closing the mesh is wrapped into the solution path of the problem.

This report summarizes the investigation of the proposed meshing scheme. The goal of this
work was to develop the two- and three-dimensional technology to a functioning state and
then pass it on to the SNL meshing groups to implement within their codes. The meshing
algorithms were prototyped and then implemented within UNM’s Computational
Mechanics Toolbox code (named CoMeT) [5]. Several examples are shown from simple to
complex two-dimensional geometries. Typical run times for the complex geometries for
about 100 particles (50 interior particles) took 15 minutes. Simple three-dimensional cube
results are also shown. Typical run times for 125 particle systems (27 interior particles)
took approximately 10 minutes.

Theoretical development of the mathematical procedure was developed primarily at Sandia
by W. Witkowski, J. Jung and C. Dohrmann. The Sandia researchers also performed the

1
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Finite Element Meshing Approached as a Global Minimization Process

initial prototyping of the algorithm. The UNM researchers implemented the algorithm
within CoMeT and helped contribute on the connectivity scheme. The combinatorial-based
connectivity was primarily developed by V. Leung at Sandia.

The following sections give brief descriptions of various elements of the global
minimization meshing process. Several papers are included in the Appendices to provide
technical details. Paul Wolfenbarger’s thesis is included which gives the best overall
review of the two-dimensional meshing reseach. The three-dimensional and combinatorial
connectivity work done after Wolfenbarger graduated is also included.

2



2.0 Global Minimization-Based Meshing

2.0 Global Minimization-Based Meshing Approach

As mentioned in the Introduction, the aforementioned meshing approach is based on a
physical analogy. Consider a fixed number of charged particles within a charged body.
These particles will naturally equidistribute themselves to minimize the electrical potential
of the system. The particles in the presented analogy represent duals to mesh elements (i.e,
quads or hexes), therefore, they also have an orientation that must be considered. Particle
movement will lead to an even spacing between elements but, for a topologically valid
mesh to be formed all of the particle arm’s must be properly connected to one another.
Therefore, when the particles are redistributing themselves some account of their
orientation must be considered to help align them to ease the comectivity process. These
factors must be included in the fi.mctional used to drive the particle movement. Once the
particle arm’s are connected a mesh can be easily resolved. This is the overall picture of the
process at a very high level.

Next, a summary of the global minimization-based meshing tool is given. After the
summary, sections are provided for each of the important elements with references to
articles given in the Appendices which provide more details.

2.1

1.

2.

3.

4.

Algorithm Overview

A two-or three-dimensional geometry is generated using the ACIS Geometry from
Spatial Technology. The meshing algorithm is implemented and run within CoMeT
[5]. Particles are placed along each boundary of the domain (boundary particles).
These particles are allowed to slide along each of the boundary sections but not move
off of it (i.e., the particles are tethered to the boundzuy).

Interior particles are placed within the domain. These particles can either be randomly
placed or placed using a Poisson solution scheme (see Section 2.4). The Poisson
solution scheme is a more complex technique but provides abetter initial distribution
of particles which typically leads to better solutions. This scheme also offers data on
recommended particle size from local geometric feature size data. This data would be
very useful if the meshing algorithm was extended to allow particles to change in size.

The dynamic simulation is run to a user-specified equilibrium. This optimizes particle
locations and orientations by minimizing the prescribed functional statement. The
formulated functional describes particle-particle interaction including repulsive,
attractive and alignment forces. Since each particle is a two-or three-dimensional
entity, three or five degrees of freedom, respectively, are needed to described the
particles location in space (see the Particle Description Section (Section 2.2)). The
functional is described in more detail in Section 2.3.

Particles are linked using one of three different connectivity schemes. The fictional
actually does the f~st attempt in linking up arms through the alignment terms. The
scheme finds the best match for each arm and creates a link between those two arms.
This is continued until the process can not continue. This typically results in unlinked
arms remaining (“holes”). A hole-moving/coalescence algorithm is stated which

3
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Finite Element Meshing Approached as a Global Minimization Process

breaks links, moves and relinks particles and thereby moves and coalesces the holes.
This is continued until hopefully no unlinked arms remain residting in a “closed
mesh”. The last scheme uses a combinatorial approach to solve the matching problem.
Here again, if a closed mesh is obtained the process is complete otherwise the unlinked
arms (voids) must be resolved by iterating by moving particle locations and
orientations and trying to reconnect. Section 2.6 describes the connectivity problem in
more detail.

5. Once a valid connectivity is

2.2 Particle Description

achieved a mesh can be easily resolved.

Particles used in this research’s context represent a dual to an element. In two-dimensions
these particles look like across and represent a quad element. Each particle has three

_ _ _ a Element
--+

r
\
\
\

\ --
--+

L~

degrees of fi-eedomthat represent particle location and orientation. Five positions are
defined for each particle that are needed for functional calculations. The center of particle
k is designated as ck @k for the boundary particles.) The location of each arm endpoint of

particle k is designated as AK, where i is the index which numbers each arm 1 thru 4

(counted counterclockwise.) This makes calculation of vectors between particles and
particle arms easier. This nomenclature is used in the Functional Description Section.

There are three types of particles needed to mesh a geometry. Each has different restrictions
on each of their movements. Of these three types two are boundary particles - edge and
comer particles. Edge particles have one arm tethered to the boundary. They are allow to
slide along the geometric edge but not move off of it. A comer particle is tethered to a
comer and cannot slide. The third type of particle is an interior particle which can move
around freely. For more details see Section 3.3.1 in Wolfenbarger’s thesis (Appendix A-4).

Particles are placed within a geometry using either a random placement or a more
sophisticated Poisson placement scheme (more details are given in the Initial Particle
Placement Section). The simulation is run and minimization of the functional will move

4



2.0 Global Minimization-Based Meshing

particles around to their optimal state. After the particles are aligned and linked, a mesh can
be fo~ed by using a simple average node position scheme;

/
<

\

In three-dimensions, these particles look like a ‘jack’ and represent a hexahedral element.
In the dual representation each arm represents a face of the hexahedron. These particles
have six degrees of freedom (three coordinates and three rotations) to describe their state.

In the presented work, the axes of the two-and three-dimensional particles were fixed at 90
degree angles to one another. This was an imposed restriction that could have been easily
incorporated as an additional degree of freedom but wasn’t to reduced the complexity
during the process development. Also, the particle size was held constant, but this also
could have been incorporated as a variable.

2.3 Functional Description
The mathematical fictional, which is a set of relationships between boundary and intenor
particles, is used to govern particle movement. The functional is formulated to best
distribute and align the particles before attempting.toconnectthem.ne finction~ is
essentially a force balance and is formulated as a function of particle positions and
orientation. It is composed of various contributing factors including forces between
particles (interior and boundary) and alignment terms (between particle arms). In words,
this fictional was originally described as:

@ = ParticleRepulsion i- ArmAttraction i- ArmAlignment + Damping

Mathematically, the fictional is sun&ed over all n particles and is described as
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Finite Element Meshing Approached as a Global Minimization Process

>

cA(lAi~Aj~12)+

(
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)
2

cRot ‘ikAj[ “cikAl(k - 1)
+

cDtran~vi + cDrot*i

)

where the first term sums the potential forces between the particle of interest, i, and then
intenor particles, j. CR is a user-defined coefficient of repulsion, 11is the particle size, and

~[ is the distance between the centers of particles i and j. The second term sums the
potential forces between the particle of interest, i, and them boundary particles, B (indexed
by k.) The frost and second terms form the particle repulsion part of the force balance. A
basic inverse power relation was used. More involved potential functions like Lennard-
Jones were investigated, but the simpler inverse power law seemed to work as well.
Therefore, it was chosen to be used for this proof-of-concept study.

The third and fourth terms account for the arm attraction and ali=ment forces and are
based on particles linking with one another. The creation of a bond between two particle
arms is called a link. Each particle must have four links with four different particle arms for
a closed mesh to exist. Finding the optimal pmticle linkage is the difficult part to this
problem. The functional helps align the particle arms. Then the best mate is found by
selecting the nearest neighbor. To help reduce the number of potential mates in the linking
phase of the connectivity problem a “capture zone” concept was used. When trying to find
the best mate only particles within a specified search area or “the capture zone” of the
particle arm of interest are considered. Thereby, the number of possible links between a
particular particle and potential mates are drastically reduced.

Mathematically, the attraction term signifies a distance between a particular particle’s arm
and another particle’s arm. Thereby, by minimizing this term in the functional causes the
total link length of the system to be minimized. The alignment term is a dot product
between arm endpoints a vector of the particle of interest. Minimization of this term
minimizes any particle rotations and helps “straighten” links. CA and CROtare user-defined

coefllcients of attraction and alignment that can be set to help scale or determine the
importance of a specific terms contribution.

In the formulation, interparticle forces are only added if particles are in each others line of
sight. Particles in each others line of sight indicates that a vector between particle centers
is unobstructed by any geometric features. Therefore, if particles are blocked by a
geometric feature repulsive forces between these two particles are considered zero.

:,

The last term of the functional added a damping force to the system. This term was added
to help stabilize the system and damp out particle vibration. ~i and Vi are the rotational and

6
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2.0 Global Minimization-Based Meshing

translational velocities of particle i. Minimization of these terms will reduce the amount of
free v~bration of the system and help the system reach equilibrium.

Section 3.3 (especially Sections 3.3.2,3.3.4 and 3.3.5) in Wolfenbarger’s thesis provides
more insight into the details of this initial functional formulation (Appendix A-4). This
initial formulation had a number of user-specified parameters that affected the results of the
technique. This undesirable effect motivated the development of the second functional
formulation.

The second functional was formulated to make the mathematics more robust. This
formulation eliminated the capture zone concept and considered all particle interactions
within the system. Once again particle dispersion and alignment terms were included in the
fictional. The new formulation for a particular particle interaction is given below:

Q= ud+,ua

where the dispersion potential is represented as:

and the alignment potential is represented as:

Ua ()= Wdw.~ f.(xi~
a

)’i>Zi>‘~ YjY Zj)

The dispersion potentiil is composed of three terms: a positive user-defined dispersion
coefficient w& a function WCthat weights the contribution of a paticle’s forces based on

its distance from the particle of interes~ and dispersion fimction f& ud is a fimction of the

distance between the two particles of interest, r, and rd which is the radius of influence for

dispersion. If two particles are separated by a distance greater than rd apartWc = 0 and the

contribution to the fictional is zero. A third order polynomial was used to describe the
decay with respect to distance for WC.The dispersion functional was described by a simple

inverse repulsion functional.

The alignment potential again uses WCto weight the contribution value of the alignment

forces based on the radius of influence for alignment, r& The alignment force term is

defined as

3

fa = 3- ~ cos2zpn

n–1
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Finite Element Meshing Approached as a Global Minimization Process

where pn is the dot product between a unit vector from particle i and a unit vector

connecting p.tiicle i and i. Thus, fa is minimized when the alignment of particle i is either

parallel or perpendicular to a vector going from particle i to particle j. This is of course the
effect desired effect from the alignment term. Details of the second functional formulation
are given in Appendix A-5.

2.4 Initial Particle Placement
Initial interior particle placement was achieved in two different manners. The first scheme
randomly placed the specified number of particles within the interior of the body. The
second more involved scheme used was based on a boundary integral solution to the
Poisson’s problem on the geometry to be meshed. The solution gave contours that match
the features of the geometry. This gives rich information on local feature size of the
geometry which can be exploited in particle placement. This method was called the
Poisson’s placement method. This scheme typically lead to better initial placement of
particles and, thereby, lead to better resulting meshes. As in most nonlinear iterative
solutions the closer you are to the solution the easier it is to get there - especially with
multiple existing solutions. More details are given in a paper presented at the International
Meshing Roundtable ’97 (Appendix A-2) and in Section 3.2 of Wolfenbarger’s thesis
(Appendix A-4).

2.5 Dynamic Simulation Solution Scheme
A simple frost-order Euler integration scheme was used to solve the dynamics equations.
The simulation was run until a user-specified equilibrium was reached. Tolerances for both
rotational and translational velocity were checked. See Section 3.3.7 in Wolfenbarger’s
thesis for more details (Appendix A-4).

Besides convergence tolerances a timestep had to be chosen. When running the simulations
care had to be taken that the timestep selected was small enough to keep the system stable.
If too large of a timestep was used particles had the potential to ‘jump’ out of the domain
causing an unstable situation. This usually occurred very early in the simulation with
particles starting to move. After links were started to be formed the system was very stable
and numerical difflcukies were not encountered.

2.6 Connectivity
After an al.ignmentimovement step for the particles has been completed the connectivity
process is invoked. Connectivity is attempted and run to see how complete of a mesh can
be achieved. If the mesh is not topologically valid the particles are moved, links broken and
then reformed. This is continued until a valid connectivity is achieved.

Two different connectivity schemes have been implemented. The first scheme investigated
was a technique where the best arm-arm connection was identified by using a capture zone
concept. This essentially would allow a link to be formed to the nearest unlinked arm within
a specified region (i.e., the capture zone). Once the connectivity algorithm has found as
many links as it could all of the unlinked arms are identified. These unlinked arms form

8
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2.0 Global Minimization-Based Meshing

“holes” in the mesh, therefore, they need to be removed. This is done by using hole moving
algor@ms to coalesce holes together to help link arms or fo;ce holes to the boundary. Good
success was achieved with this method although extensibility into three-dimensions looked
difficult. One problem that existed with the resulting meshes at times was high valance
nodes i.e., shared nodes that were part of 6 or more elements. This often led to poorly
shaped elements. This constraint can be put into the comectivity algorithm, but has not
been explored to this date. See Section 3.3.3 in Wolfenbarger’s thesis (Appendix A-4).

The combinatorics-based optimization scheme solves the connectivity problem as a paired-
matching problem. This is considered a NP-Complete problem which translates to being
very, very difficult- with no guarantee of ever obtaining a solution. The solver tries to find
the best set of paired arm links that will minimize some specified functional with respect
to a-set of specified constraints. The set of connectivity constraints that were used to solve
the two-dimensional problem were:

● Every particle arm must be paired with another particle arm.
● A p-articlearm cannot be paired with itself or another arm of the particle.
c A particle can have at most one arm connected to any other particle.
“ A pairing cannot be made whose bondhk intersects the body of another particle.

The specified fictional minimized the total distance of all links summed over the whole
system. Mathematically, this is expressed as,

. . . .

min ~ ‘~,~Bl,;
i, j, k, 1

where Bk,1i7jindicates a potential bond between arm j of particle i and arm 1of particle k. B

can obtain values of Oand 1 only. If B = 1 then a bond exists and if B=O then it doesn’t
exist. Along with each bond an associated weight is given. The associated weight for the
presented research was specified to be the bond/link length. Thereby, by minimizing the
functional the minimum total length of bonds was achieved. .

The first geometric constraint is expressed mathematically by:

for all k, 1.The second rule can be expressed mathematically as:

Lj
B =0

k, 1

for all i, j, and k. The third rule can be enforced using:
. .

~B 1“<1
k, 1

j, 1

9
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Finite Element Meshing Approached as a Global Minimization Process

The fourth rule can be enforced using the second constraint were the bond intersects the
boundary of Wother particle. These were the initial set of constraints, others were added
later as needed such as to enforce valence restrictions. repulsive and CPLEX were used to
solve the integer programming problem.

The difficulty with this scheme is in properly describing the necessary set of geometric
constraints to describe the problem. This was done without too much difilculty in two-
dimensions, however, describing all of the constraints in three-dimensions turned out to be
quite difficult. This work is continuing under the CUBIT project. More details of the
combinatorics connectivity scheme is given is Appendix A-6.

10



3.0 Meshing Algorithm Implementation

3.0 Meshing Algorithm Implementation

The original two-dimensional meshing code was developed in the Fortran77 environment.
It was soon noted that implementing the meshing algorithms within CoMeT Framework
would facilitate more efficient tool development and investigation of new ideas. CoMeT
(Computational Mechanics Toolkit) is an object-oriented toolkit being developed at The
University of New Mexico. Therefore, the code was rewritten in C++ and implemented as
a module within CoMeT. The algorithm was run using Scheme (an interpreted lan=~age)
interfaces. Working within CoMeT allowed the use of many usefid capabilities within the
architecture such as geometry and mesh class deftitions, graphics algorithms and other
useful iterns. Details of CoMeT and the meshing algorithm implementation are given in
Wolfenbarger’s thesis in Chapter 4 (Appendix A-4).

Several geometries were meshes while developing and testing the algorithm. These ranged
from simple rectangular shaped geometries to complex concave geometries with holes in
them. The algorithm had great success in meshing nearly all of the geometries tested. The
algorithm is still sensitive to user-defined algorithmic parameters which affect the
performance of the scheme.

11
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Finite Element Meshing Approached as a Global Minimization Process

4.0 Examples .

Several example meshes are presented below showing a progression of complexity in the
geometies to be meshed. Many more examples are shown in Wolfenbarger’s thesis
(Appendix A-4). The examples show demonstrations of meshing both convex and concave
geometries. Repeated exercise of the two-dimensional meshing algorithm on different
geometries with varying number of particles showed the scheme to have a 99% closure rate
for the attempted geomehies. Since the three-dimensional algorithm is still a work-in-
progress, no absolute assessment can be made of its performance or efficiency.

Performance is an issue that is critical for most engineers generating meshes. It was not for
this project. It is realized that at some point that the speed of mesh generation and quality
of mesh generated needs to be compared to existing mesh generation software, but the
primary focus of this work was to develop/investigate a meshing algonthrdphilosophy
with efficiency issues being secondary.

As in most optimization problems the meshing solution found is not guaranteed of being
the global minimum. Therefore, by running the same meshing problem, but only varying
the specified solution algorithm parameters, different resulting meshes were sometimes
obtained. This is a common behavior in the solution of these types of nonlinear problems.
No attempt was made to determine which mesh was better - they each just solve their
respective problem. If assurance of the best mesh being achieved is critical an additional
term can be added to the functional being minimized - this is recommended in the
Conclusions Section.

4.1 Two-dimensional Examples

The fwst two-dimensional example investigated was a cube. This shape was chosen
because for particular intenor/boundary particle counts expected theoretical results exist.
Simulations were run to test if uniform square meshes for 9 (3x3), 16 (4x4),25 (5x5),36
(6x6), and 64 (8x8) particle systems were achieved. As predicted, these regular meshes
were achieved.

Therefore, to complicate the scenario slightly a simple cube containing 25 pmticles was
taken and an additional interior particle was added. Therefore, the cube had 16 boundary
particles and 10 intenor particles. For 9 interior particles a regular, square mesh would be
expected. With the additional particle the interior connectivity has to adjust to squeeze the
additional particle into the interior while trying to keep equal spacing. The resulting mesh

12



4.0 Examples

(presented below) shows that the algorithm did a good job placing the particles. The total
CPU time to solve the mesh was approximately 50 seconds.

The second example is a simple circle with 30 boundary particles and 42 interior particles.
A circular geometry has the advantage that there are no comer particles, but the
disadvantage is that no regular mesh exists for such a shape. The boundary particles on the
circle also produce a nice potential field for the interior particles which is reflected in the
resulting mesh. The total CPU time to solve the mesh was approximately 90 seconds.

i
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The next example shows the mesh for a more complex convex geometry. The cam-shaped
geometry offers a different challenge since the potential field for the interior particles is
biased. Sometimes it was difficult containing particles in narrow geometric features, that
is, the boundary particle potential forces would drive the interior particles out. Some
adjustments can be made in the radii of influence of the &fferent potentials or in tie
coefficients of the different functional terms to account for this.
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Naturally, the resulting mesh for a geometry depends on the specified number of boundary
and intenor particles. Therefore, different meshes will result. The results are very
dependent on the number of boundary particles placed. Also, as mentioned before, initial
placement of the interior particles has been shown to affect the resulting mesh (at times).
Here are the resulting meshes for the same moon shape with 34 and with 80 and particles,
respectively (different number of boundary particles.)

The same moon geometry with two holes punched in it produces a much more difficult
concave geometry to mesh. Looking at the resulting mesh shows that more interior particles
should be added to give better shaped elements.

A few more meshed complex geometries are given below. In each of these cases, the
geometries were easy to generate in the CoMeT system. Boundary particles were assigned
to the external and interior boundaries of the geometries. Typical solution times were

,

.>

approximately 20 minutes.



4.0 Examples

In this washer type of problem there is an example of a valance type of problem that is

reported in this research. Near the bottom of the washer there exists a node with valance of
10. That means that 10 elements share 1 node. This leads to a very small angle for each of
these elements. In the current algorithm, nothing was done to discourage this behavior.
With the new combinatorial connectivity algorithm a constraint is used to not allow such
events.

The stm-shaped geometry offers difllculties similar to those presented with the washer.
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Finite Element Meshing Approached as a Global Minimization Process

4.2 Three-dimensional Examples

The three-dimensional technology is far more immature than the two-dimensional work.
Only cube-like geometries have been able to be tested. Below area couple of three-
dimensional examples showing particle connectivity. The meshes can be derived from this
data using node coordinate averaging schemes.

Again, cube geometries were the first shapes to be meshed. These were the obvious choice
since problems could be formulated for which the resulting meshes were known. The first
example was a cube with 16 particles of each face. This totalled to 56 boundary particles.
There were 8 interior particles. The expected mesh is a 4x4x4 uniform, cube-like mesh. The
resulting mesh took approximately 6 minutes to solve. The 8 interior particles were
randomly placed with the geometry.

*\

\l-i

A similar example was a 125 particle system containing 27 interior particles. This example
should and did result in a uniform, regular 5x5x5 mesh which took approximately 10

16



4.0 Examples

minutes to solve. As can be seen in the figure, there is a slight wiggle in the links between

the particles, this indicates that the system was at a near-equilibrium state and not
completely at equilibrium when the simulation finished. Introducing more damping or
allowing the simulation to run longer would reduce this effect.

.

One comment that was mentioned earlier was that CoMeT offers a stereo-graphic viewing
capability that essentially “lets you go into the mesh”. This is a very powerful tool that
helps make algorithm investigation and debugging much more efficient.
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5.0 Conclusions

A novel approach to solving the meshing problem was investigated. A different approach
to those most commonly exploited was used to solve the meshing problem in purely a
mathematical form. This led to an algorithm that can solve the two-dimensional meshing
problem for convex and concave geometries in a purely automated fashion. Investigation
of the robustness of the technique has shown a mesh closure success rate of approximately
99% for two-dimensional geometries tested. Efficiency of the technique is still an issue that
needs to be addressed. Comparison of the proposed algorithm to other meshing schemes
with respect to meshing CPU time or quality of mesh generated was not performed. Too
reiterate, achieving a closed mesh was the primary goal.

Implementing the code in CoMeT proved to be quite valuable. This allowed easy code
modifications because of the object-oriented code structure and the use of existing
geometry and graphics tools. The graphics tools were especially useful for debugging
purposes to watch progression of a mesh being built and if a problem arose it could be
easily detected visually. With the three-dimensional work this is even more important since
the particle interactions become even more involved and complicated.

Extending this initial two-dimensional work into three-dimensions has proven to be
straightforward on the conceptual end. Formulation of the dispersion functional was easily
extended and worked well. The comectivity issues in three-dimensions still need to be
addressed in detail. The difilculty lies in defining all of the geometric relationships that
exist or may exist into a set of mathematical constraints for the integer programming
algorithm. The initial set of constraints for the basic element-element relationships were
implemented, but as more complicated geometries are tested this limited set of constraints
will not be viable. Unfortunately, only preliminary investigation was performed before this
work ended. The combinatorics approach to solving the comectivity looks the most
promising and will continue to be investigated within the CUBIT project to help solve their
mesh closure problems.

If the work were to continue sometime in the fbture the following issues should be
addressed:

1. Continue to develop the dispersion function. Include the quality of produced elements
into the functional.

2. Incorporate a spatial biasing term into the functional to produced graded meshes.

3. Improve the integration scheme used to solve the system of dynamic equations.

.
4. Compare to other meshing schemes with regard to closure, quality and computational

burden.

18
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Appendix A-1 .

This presentation entitled “A Global Optimization Approach to Quadrilateral Meshing”
was the first oftlcial presentation generated from the research. The talk was presented at the
5th International Meshing Roundtable. The abstract to the talk follows.
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Appendix A-1

A Global
Joseph Jun~, Clark Dohrmann2, Walt lfitkodiz, Paul Wolfenbarge#,

Optimization Approach to Quadrilateral Meshin@

WalterGerstIe3, Scott hiitcbeU2, Malcolm Panthaki4, Dan Segaim&z

A DOW!method is presented for automatically generating quadrilateral meshes on arbitrary tm-dizessonzd
domains. The method is based on global minbization of a potential function that goverris the tn=h char-
acteristics. The potential is comprised of severaI terms that distrHoutes the elements throughout the doti
and aligns the edges of the elements to form valid connectiiitiss If them are any remaining wdinked e!ezeat
edges, the local connecthity is ecarnined and a !%oleelimination” aIgorithm is applied that successively Ws
akemative connecti}itiss. blinked edges, representing hoies in the mesh, are moved to eirk coaiesce, or
to a bounday. We will desaibe the componems of the potential, the minimization procedure, azd the
connecti~ity refinement algorithm. The method shows promise for extemion to automatic tbre+dhrwstional
haahedral meshing.

These fiewes illustrate the meshes for a simple square and a tide. Xote that the 60- sbou-n are rot
meshes, but a dual repr=entation of the particlss and the links bemzen particles. Work continues to examd
the algorithms so that more comphx geometries can be meshed.

(a) 03) . (c)

Figure 1: (a) Circle at step O (b) CKcIe at @3zm2diate step (c) CKcle at completion
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Figure 2: (d) Square with 16 elements at step O (e) Square uith 16 elements at intermediate step (f)
Square with 16 elements at completion
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Appendix A-2

This paper entitled “Use of Boundary Integral Method to determine Local Characteristic
Feature Size of Geometric Domains,” was also presented at the 5th International iMeshing
Roundtable
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Use of Boundary Integral Method to Determine
Local Characteristic Feature Size of Geometric Domains

WalterGersdelkpL of (W. Engng., UNM, Albuquerque,Nhi87131EmaikgerstIe@@nrn.edu
JosephJung SandiaNationalLaboratories,Albuquerque,IW 87158-0437Email:jjung@mndia_gov

WaherWitkowskiSandiaNaL Labs.,Albuquerque,Nhi87185W39Emaikwrwirk<msandiagov
lhkolrn PanthakiSotiwareConsulran~Albuquerque,Nhi Emaihpanrhaki@rt66.com

Abstract A medmd is f.resmred forcomputingthefic!d of M chmcte&ic faze size
(LCFS) from a discredzuion of the Iwnd3ry of a MC-, two a dwc=iimemional gecmm”c
dornak ~eL~Stik @as= W=amk~rd bauticg~-md
mesh= The medmd fti involves dkzizing the kuncky of the gmneti domain with
boundary eieniits. Tha% a solutioncoPo”mn’sqa”m is ohahd assuming homoge.nmus
Dtihlct bcun&ty conditions. This sohxion to Poisson’s Equarioa is then used as a basis fix
&fting the LCFS, which t=”es as a function of pxition wihin the geommic domain. Also
irurcducd m two Oth$ useful Concpls Venkx C!!c fezulc size (vCFs) and edge
chamckrislic fuo.ue size (Em).

Kejwords mesh genezu.iomgcommy, kd ch3tMWi.ric fewre size, Poisson’sequaticn, kourkuy ime.m.l
.-

1. Introduction

hfost ftite element analysis modek require eknm sizes II’Mare dim not onIy by geomernc com-da”ons, bw
rdso by the physics of tie problem and the cksird solution ac==y tl%k 19881. For exarnpk in a s!kk
physics problem, tie mesh must be much freer c!ose to a shuk wave than in a region with little diqL=ment
gT3&IIL To give another example, in sfatic stress analysis, if b sm=s close 10 a sucss ccamnadon =
- tire mesh must k nude vq tine at lhe Iccation of the sues concemriuion. Thcrcforc, to be useful, m
automatic mesh gemuatorshouId require not only an input geametry, but also a sp=ificadon of deixd e?e.mentsize
as a function of Iocxicn within tie domain.

CurmnctwodimemionaI DeIaunaymeshing medmds [ChCW,198%RupFL 199Z %zidehj 1992] typically quire
a spxifimtion of tie domain boundary and a ~“ficaion of minimum and maximum pennissibk e!ement vertex
angles. From these two inpurs, the method prcduc=s ekmerm of appropriate shape, but not ne=ssariiy of
appropriate *

hfany of tie current “automatic” m~ genemfors require !he user to spcify e!ementsk on each part of the domain
boundaIYCHo-k 198tl fiupp and S(einkg. 19941. ~K P~ a signfi~t Men upn bo~ tie usu ~ tie
automadc mesh generation progmrn. Additionally, the ~“ficdon of e!cxrmmsizes on tie domain Imundaq only
is insufficient to speify element size Iimimtions on the interior of tie domain.

Our view is that automatic mesh genemm shouid ckulate a field dkd “lad ckmerisdc fanue size (LCFS)”
based only upn domainbounday information. W:rh a cl= definitionof LCFS, the user could tien sp5fy that ail
e?emems in fhe mesh must be of a size limited by a p=unet= jl times the LCFS, as well, perhaps, as by a us=-
specified fie!d of sizes drivenby other considerationssuchas the physicsof the pmbIemand deskxl sohttionacctrmcy
in spxific regions on the geomeuic domain. Another n=sn for definingand calculating a LCFS fie!d is tit INS
information may of icsdf be usefuI for terrain automatic mesh genmtion techniques. In wht folIows a rigorous
medmd for computing a LCFS field using a kmmbxy inte-gal qmtion technique is presented.

1
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Finite Element Meshing Approached as a Global Minimization Process

2. Definition of LCFS

The LCFS shodd lx an indicstcr of the chamc!!c size of tht .&army as a func!ion of posirion wi~!in a
geomezic dom”n. lle problem of devehping an appropriate defii-tion for LCFS is more difficult M it at fist
a- Both dkams to all demain bunties ad curvanm of &main surfkes should be EJCerIimo a-nL
The &fiirion should be a useful @icmr of maximum permissi-ile fini~ e!cnem size as a funcrron of pcsidon
wirhin the domain AkQ, the LCFS fie!d shouId be defied in sue!!a way that it may be efiicicmly compmed.

We propose a definition for L(3% thaLis derived from the SOIISUOLQ,rlrafsxifie.s the Poisson’s e+ucon,

(1)

subject to hcmogemus Dirichlc hmdary conditions,$4, on drehrrday of tie domain. Such a SCJutica= be
nume&aIIy oktaincd via rhe brndwy eiemcm mehxt witiout having to mesh the emire dornaim msk, cnty the
surface ofrhedomainmustbcmeskl

Considc a two-dime.m”ord geoma-c domain, Q topalogically Imnded by edges, E,, and vetices, Vi, which fm
n _ Imps, ri. as shown “mFig. 1. The solution to Po-kson’s equadon subject 10 homogewws DrkMc!
&wn&ry cmsditions on this gecme’uic domain has a numbc cf physicsl imerpreaions, usefut fcr cc.m+ml
purpcss For example, assume tha an e!asac mendxane is szzchd across a twodirmm-ond gecmetic damin
Q, ad arrAed to Lhebound3y Iccps, r+ ~Je ehstic mezdxzne h prcsmss, S, witi unils of fuc.c.F- unit
Ien@. I-e a Iar,ed pcssurc, P, & applied normal to rhe ptane of rhe memkme. In msjmnsc to t!!e a@id
pressure, tie membr~e will disp~ oansvcs!y by an arnoun~ (J. If small deformations arc assumed. it cz~ kc
ctsily shown tlut tk tmmerse dispkcemen~ $, of he e!asiic membrane Qustics dre Poisscn eqwicn. wirS P;3 =
T1.

Venex Vj

A

. elastic membmne

widr pre.sIressforce, s

PresirieP

S40n A-A

Fig. 1 Elastic Membrane AnaIogy of Poisson’s Equation

2
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Appendix A-2

At any arbimy mint (Ay) in Cl. ti~ = two prkipal cmanims, +Xx, * $.* d two asc&2ed Ordlogomll
-0. The principal axes (Xv= chosm such that heir origin is at pimw@ ==. KY). such that+= -

(x,y). Also, at any arbimy point (x,y), a qwtitic surface, V(XY) can kc qxutiti to QCX.Yl~ti irs @
dtivcs asing aTayIorserics expandorx

0)

W* +x isthe panialderivatk of Q Wifi ~ to X. ‘flIc mfti~lts $x, Q.Yg 1$X% 4X1 ~ Q.YYt ~ this

qtim cantc usilyobrainedfrom bdary imegral -“ens, d-kd later. Beausc we hm c!iosa principal
~“ons, $X= O,and the Eq. (2) beomes

(3)

Ming +’10 zco prodms a s“cit of a _ --, ti~ X- ad Y- Smi-ais Ie@Is of Dz. % Dyl ~
Dn Xespcaiwly, that approximam Imls of the hmthy, r, of the domain, as Sliown in Figs 2 ad 3. The
qm”oa for W quadratic-“on is

corrq)ttted ~
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Fig. 2 Approximate Fit of Qudratic Surface ~ to Poisson SoIution (J.

and tie equations for tie semi major md minor ~e~-om Dxlt?= Dn ad DXZ.~ ob~”ned fmm th~q~~o~

0=q+@xDx+~x2
(3=@y Dy+@y2

.
and 2 (3

from which we obm.n the major and minor dimensions
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~= 2i03 - 2#m ~=2w

$XX ad $.Y-r .

wenowdefine the Lfx31Cbactmm- ‘c Feature Siz as

KFS=mh[ : )
. 0

NOICh either D=cr D, un be imaginary mmbeq but ncLkah. This conclusion follows from the te@e.mcJ
tha Qmust satisfy tie Poisson qwation (l). The intent of Eq. 7 is m define LCFS as fhe minimum r.d dunension
of the salon of the quadmic .surfiace~. (If& is saddle-sha~ only one of these dimensions wdl be red).

/Mllain Bcundary

A’
of $’ with

(6j

L .~ Domarnw

Fg. 3- Ptan View of Two-Dime~’onaI Domainwith Section throughQuadratic Surfac $=.

In ok words, we have thus defined the LCFS at a ~int (x,y) as the IengdI of the shortest principal axis of tie
quadmric~“on xemhingfrom h intersection of tit quzdmdcsurk # that best firs tie homogeneous Poisson
soIution witi the ptane $ = O.

3. Discussion of LCFS in the Neighborhood of DihedraI Edges and Vertices

As ave.mxor an dge wih nonunique boundary normals is approachediiom the dom”n inte!ior, the LCFS goes to
zero. Thii is ms.onzbk &cause a vertex is a shordvmd represemationof a hmuiary with infinite cunaoxrc. A
point on tie surface of the domain witi non-unique normals pxduces a singularity in the second det%tives of tie
Poisson soIution and a zem in the LCFS function. At such singukr points, this behavior may at fm s~m to
contdict the intent of LCFS, as the LCFS is inttmdexito @uce a re!iabIemesure of appropriate e!ememsize.
However, from a geomenic vieuqmin~size scales sbuldappmach zao as singularities in geome~ ae spparhed.
In practice, we do not usually want eIement sizes to become veiy small in the viciniy of singular points, unless a
more accumtere.sjxmseis requid near such points.

In Fig. 4(a), in which the vertex approximation to an actual geomeay is not made, tie finite element adjwxm to V
wouIdhave to be ve~ small to faithfuUy rcpmsent rhe geomery ciosc [o point V. Fig. 4@), on the orhe: hami
shows a vertex iddizaion of the sitm”tionof small cummue in Fig. 4(3), and a rasonable element size is shown.

.

.

4
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Because am is actually an idedii”on of singular geotnetric kebavior, it sem rusombie tbt it siou!d have a
special atuiiuteaaached to itthat&mifiesintendedassodmdfti demerit*

Thesizeofa finitee!emu thatis aurchd to a singular point shdd not k govemd by the LCFS n= that
~“cular vertx, but nuh-erby other consid~ations. Items neessaty to &firi two new quantities, tie fti cdId
VCFS (vcrux tiarisric fame size), which is asscciti wih venices, and the second UM ECFS (edge
ckmcisdc farm size), which is asscciaed witi in~-ons of LKS at cd.= in three-dmemkmi probiems.
Tle VCFS and ECFS should be defined in such a way that hey= useful in c!serminiig amble e!emem sizes
adjent m vcmim and edges respxtively.

RcasambleFm”te
E!enlentsize

-v

(a) No Vemx Idealizxion

Fig. 4- Required Finite Eiemem Size nctr a Ve.r-ix

\

(%)Vcrux Idcdidcn

Eqxnds Upen Gecnieuy, To@ogy. and Us: IIWIL

Fig. 5- DemmIinXion of EIemem Size If= Singular poinL

One possible method for defining VCFS and ECFS is 10dese.nninethe mdd me of chmge of LCFS as one mows
away from thac pardcukv singular pint along the domain kundxy, as shown in Fig. 5. C1OXto tic sirplar
poin~ this rate of change will be a constim~ V, detmnined by the e:c’ks-d angle, but as one moves dkdIy away,

5“
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Finite Element Meshing Approached as a Global iMinimization Process

UKme of change of LCFS will &viate to a m of change, y. lk d~ from the singular pcint to the poim
wkre the-me of change of LCFS y &viates fmm y by mom dun some user-~”fti pararn~-, say 0. s%,
wodd defm the VCFS and ECFS asscziatd with that pankubr singdar @lL

We have not yel ammpted to compute VCFS ard ECFS aummw”cdly, ad the sug.gcsii c!efiniticnss!!culd ke
improved and re!ind. If VCFS and ECFS can be defined in a way that Pxrnits efficient campumion, the sbes of all
e!emms adjaCnILto wtices and edgK may be .spcifi@just as they haw been for pims far fmm singular poinrs.
as usxpdied rados, ~ and j3~.of the VCFS and ECFS respectively.

4. Determination of Poisson SoIution from Boundary Iritegral Equations

- due $oIutions ~ po~n’s w~~~ u ~ otid fmm WIUtiOnSof @b=’s cqnim agiid to
similar bmdary value probie.ms by subuacting a pardcular solurion inc@n&m of the lmndzT coridirions
Pmbbii TelI~ and Wrobel, 1984]. Thus, assume any panicular scdutiomW,to the Poissen equxicn such d-at

V~u.)=binf2, tb=~onr:
(g)

wed oniy to solvethesimilar @lace Boundary value pmblern

V~U)=OiIIf2, u=-iEonr.

h an be easily s:ow-n that if we chcose $ so tha Q= u+~, then

V~+)=bhf2, $= Ocnr,

(lo)

(11)

which waa the.pmbkrn we ongindly ward to soIve (with b = -I). For r.wx!imensknai problems. a pcssiiIe
panicular solution to Eq. (8) is

II.=qx’ +f)
4. (p)

SoIutionof bpJace’s boundxy value problem specified by Eq. (10) is obuind through use of the tmrizry ekmem
meihcd Brebbii Tell=, and WmbeI, 1984]. In the twodiienshnal implementation tit wc deve!@ we used
consum lxxmdarye?emems. The bounckuyinte-gal quation m be scdvd is

HCiUi+ Uq”&= qll”dr

r r, (13)

whe.~ the fundanenral solution, u*, is

--4)u“= ‘ ~
2X r,

for the wu-diiemional case and

--()u“= ‘ ~
~~ r

(14)

(1’TJ

. I

6
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-.:.

au .=x .

f@k thmedimensicmalease. lle responses q awl q* x Hid as “x*q A, W* ~ K the unit

ounvard normal to surface r. ‘Ihe eonsran~ c,, is determined by applying a uniform tie!ti u, of unit intcndy, in ~.
(13), whichresults in

G J.=-q“dr

r. (16)

Forconsant ekmems, the kundary is a~ways“smooth”, and hence c, turns out to & idemidy @ to IL! if the
point is on the Ixxtndq r of tie domain, and Ciis qual ICI1 if the point is on the intcicr of CL

Aftc dkeizing r using n con.snnt lxtmdary cIements, Eq. (13) rc.suits in a su of n limr ~-ons that ~ ix
solvd for a eonsramq on exh Ixxmc@ elemin~f

(17)

h Eq. (17), the vm”ables~ are as .spdied by the boundary condicienMEq. (IO), and the t-~hks q are ti,owm.
We use Eq. (17), ecdlazted at n ~ints on r to deve!op n simukmmus Ikr equations. SoIJi~g t!!s equkns.
all ~ on he domin kwm.hry r are obm”ned. Afw all q are tkemind u my be obtined a[ ZCYpoint cn the
interior of h domain fl by Eq. (18). which involves a re?xively inexpensive intc-=zion -E tie huh ~

b.xmdq:

(18)

With u known at an interior poin~ @is obtained u-rig the quation $ = u+q I
‘

We dete.m”netie da”vatives $.. $m I$X,@m.$= at the same imerior point by tiing cIessd-formc!tiwives of u
given by Eq. 18,which invoIves an intcgmting on r, and adding the rrhh to the derkuke of tie ~kukr solution
u Thus, (Iand i~ dcivatives to any desired order are numa”caIIy obtained at any point in f2, and a by d in
Eqs. (6) and(7) to demrrtine the LCFS ac that poinL

At an in~”cr point “c?ose” to a tcundaqf eIemenL !he solution $ times quite inamraa li%e.k%~Telles. d
Wrobel, 1984]. llexfore, when CaIcukiting+ at an interior poin~ say widin one element-lemgh of a imumiuy
eIemen~ it is necessary to interpdue the sohttion between one cahdatd at a point Iocakxlon the lxxrduy cIement
i&Ifand a point lured one bounday ekmem-kngth away fxumthe boundaq eIemenL

‘
To obtain acmmte reds, the bunrhy element mesh must be dd-ped so that no kom?zry e?ementsubds an
angle, y, of more than, say, x/4 dims witi respect to anyofhetnon-dj=m boundarye!emen~asS50WTIin Fjg.
6. This aim-on leads to a very simpIe method. atleastin twr@ima”onal probIems, for aummaticdly genezmng
boundary e!emencmeshes with eIememsof appmptiate size.

~

~ Example ProbIem
,

-. !

We have tesiid the medd for dctexrniningLCFS only on two-dimensionaldomains. Our ressan for dew?oping the
. )

LCFS concept was to enable ifs use in developing new meshing appmachw We have chossn the geametry wifh
varying chacm%m”c feature sizes rndiated in Fig. 7, which has ben discrerized using 48 kmm&IYeie.mems. Fig. 1

8 shows the edcukitedsolutiontoPoisson’sequation,whichrequired a few seam% of CPU time on a Iow%ld S-UK
Sparcstation. Fig. 9 shows the computed LCFS. For illustration, Fig. 10 shows (unconneaee e!ementsizes al
orienmions. automatically computed assuming the eIement size is qual to 0.20 times the ccmputed LCFS.
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Fig. 6- A Bounc@ Eiement hksh must Sarisfy tie Critetion tit y c rc/4.

.

Fig. 7- Boundary E1ementNfeshof Widge:
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Fig. 8- Poisson Solution from Boundxy EIeswMtAnalysis - L@ of Equipacmial $ arc Shown

L— -# ——
--+7-/~Yd-=<-4. —

%3=‘-=
Fig. 9- CalculatedLCFS - Horizontal Lines are Ropm.ional to LCFS; Lines of Equal LCFS are Also Shorn.

9
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.

Fig. IO- E?emem Sizes and Otiemztions Computd Aumrnauu1ly from $ and LCFS.

6. Conclusions

We hwe rigorously &!ri led c!!risdc feaue size, LCFS, “andwncspudy deiind verrzx chzE~ic
famre size, VCFS, ad dge ckmctefitic femre size ECFS. These quantities arc useful fw chamc!!.tig
geomernc domains, and we have km using thess quantities in our mesh gcnemion resarch progmrn. We have also
shown how LCFS a he cfiicieady calculated through approximruesolution of Poisson’s equmionapplid 10 the
geometic domain and subj@ed to homogeneousLxxmhry conditionsof DitichIe~~. The medmd is appkable to
one- wo- and thrwlimensionat game-tic domains.

We hm presumedan efficientand gemxd medmd for compuang LCFS. The medmd requires sohtticn of n limr “
boundzy inr.egd qm”ons, whe=en is the number of bounday e!ment degrees of freedomrequiredto dkcmize the
domain. For twodimensional geomeuic domains with msmabk complexity, n may be on fhe enk of seved
humid ad theboundary solution an& computed in a mauer of several seconds. Even for msonabIy complex
thresdirnertsiond domains, ir is txpcaed that n will be on the orckz of sewml thousand, a system of which
qw-ons cm be edy soIved on current work swions wihin sevemt minutes Bngber, 1988]. Ed ewduzrion of
LCFS at a pint W=itilnthe domain intetior rquires onIy a singIe imegmcicmover the bcwndzzyof the donuin,
which cm be accomplished in a I%xdon of a seond for typiczl two-dimensional domains and wifhin perhaps a
xond for a typirxdthredimensicnat domain.

Aside fmm cdcdating LCFS, tie Poisscmsolution gives VaIuableinformation about orienwion within a geamernc
domain. For exm_npIe,the directicn of the gradient of the solution to Poisson’s quaion gives inforrxuicn about tie
dkccrion to the nare.st boundary.

Additional work is obviously required in definingand calcutaf.ingVCFSandECFS.

10
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This paper entitled “A Global Minimization-Based, Automatic Quadrilateral Meshing
Algorithm.” was presented at the 6th International Meshing Roundtable.
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A Global Minimization-Based, Automatic Quadrilateral
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Meshing Algorithm

Abstract: A nocel method is prcsentedforjully-automatic gexrntion of umstr~ctumi quadr%k-cl
meshes on arbitmy, planar two-dimensional domains. The method is baed on global minintixttion
o] a potential j%nction that specifies desimble mesh C.harac:eristi=. Initially. the desired nxrk oj
pariicies (dual repmsentatiws of quadnYatem/ elementi) are placed arbitmn”[y in the domaiz. The
potenlial junction is usmprrred of seurni terms that then redisttibrtte L\e particles throughout L$e
domain and align the edges of the patiicle.s to help focn valid conmz!iz+ties. If there are any nznain-
ing unlinked particle arms. the local connectivity is ezamind and a ‘hole elimination- algot+tim is
applid that stsccessiuely jinds alternative connectidies (Connec:i:%y Refinement). Cnlinbi dgu.
representing holes in the mesh, are mored to either walesce holes or to squeee them o~t to a bartnd-
ay. The paper descn’bes initial particie placement, components of the potential, the minimtiation
procedure, and the connectivity refinement algonlhm. The method shows promtie for &em-on to
automatic three-dimensional henhedml meshing.

Initial conditions required to ensure mesh closure include an even number of elemertb on the bound-
ay and a closed bounday. Z5e desired mesh CIsamcteristiu are pn.y-ammed into the aigon”thm. A
Poisson5 solution scheme is utilized to genemte a better initial placement, densitp, si:e and on”en-
tation of elemenb, leading to faster and more robust mesh closure. A number of ezampte geome!nks
have been meshed.

Keywords: Automatic quadrilateral meshing, global minimization-based meshing, mesh, compu-
tational mechanics.

1. Introduction and IkIoti%ation

The use of finite eIement codes is accelerating in industry, science, and academia [51. Driven by cheaper
computing, shorter desi=gncycks, and costlier destructive testing, this acceleration is tasing the abtity of
analysts to keep pace. The generation of meshes for complex multi-assembly domains is one of the most
timeconsumin: aspects of creating models for analysis. In an attempt to shorten the analysis pomion of the
desi=mcycle, and to allow the analyst to focus their expertise more on the results, many codes are tumin:
to fullyauromated generation of m=hes. In fact many modem desiow require meshes which if generated by
hand would take longer than the entire allotted design cycle [S. 6]. Mo, evolutionary problems (where the
model changes as the analysis progresses) and adaptive mesh re!lnemem procedures require robust: reliable
and repeatable mesh generation algorithms.

1Depamnerrtof CivilEngineering.Universityof Sew Mexico(~xx[), Albuquerque,XM87131
2SMdiaxation~ Labomtofi=,~lbuquerqq~}[871S5(ThepORiOnOfthisKOriperformedat %ndia Satiorld f.&OOraIOrkS

was suppomd by the UnitedStates DepartmentofEner~ under ContractXumberDE-AC04-94AL85000.)
31ndependentEn~inM~n~ .$oft$,~ Comultmt andSt& Memberat the .AlbuquerqueHighperformanceComputingCenter,

Albuquerque.XM87131
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Finite Element Meshing Approached as a Global Minimization Process

Many problems plague current methods for generating unstructured meshes. The most often used mesh=
are triangular (tem.bdral in three dimensions) and quadrifatezif (hexahedraf) mahes. Triangular meshing
k well understood, but many analysts dislike triat@ar/tet~edral m~h~ since they do not pe~-om ~
well as quadrilateral/he,, ed,ral meshes in many typesof problems. Ths forces the use of more, or higher
order, e!ements to produce the same level of accuracy [2]. h-o completely reliable, u-ide!y accepted method of
automatically generating good quality, unstructured, quadrilateral or he.xahedra.lmeshes e..Ls. The ctmettt
state of the art for quadrilateral meshmg is the Pa\ing algorithm which .wmetinws has problems dosing the
mesh wh~e multiple ad~ancing fronts converge at various ~#K [9].

Tb.is paper describm a new approach to the fully-automatic quadrilateral and hexakkd riding prob
lem. So far, the research has concentratti on generating quadrilateral e!emenrs over arbitrary. planar.
twdimeassonal domains. Work on implementing the algorithm for three-dimensional krahedd rceshirg
has just. begun. The new algorithm is a g!obal minimization meshing technique. Brie5y, the scheme is
based on using a particle model which repr~ts each e!ement in the domain to be meshed- The pa.rcticles
are moved and oriented so that a mathematical functional is minimized and fially “bonds’ or ‘links’ are
formed between particks to create the completed, topoIogicaUy \flld m~h of quadrilateral e!ements. using
numerical methods borrowed from mechanics and chemical bonding. the pa-ticks are d~tflouted evedy over
the domain and a mostly connected mesh is txeated. Topologically-based conrr=.i~ity reiiaemem techniques
are then utilized to close the remainder of the mesh. Wide re!inenem is s&etimes ussiid to aUe\iate the
problem of acute ang!es. no smoothing is required as the g!obal tilmization a!gorithm uses a tednique
veq- similar to e.sis~ingm~h smoothing algorithms to smooth the mesh continuously.

During the course of developing this method. it was necesary to create an inbtmcture which would al-
low the program to be e@- debugged, and allow fie.,ubtiLy in the data stricmre of the mesh at m.rious
stages of the mesh creation. To this end, the meshing tooI was implemented in t!ie CoMeT (Computational
Mechanics ToolkiL) frames-ork which is described in detail by Panthaki et. a!. [7j. (Additional ido=.ation
on the CoMeT fi-arneworkcan be obtained at http://uww.uzunm. du/CoJfe~. -1 new meshing subsystem
was added to Co\IeT to Editate development of this, and other, mesh generation schemes. Co31eT pro-
\ides software utilities that aUow the algorithm deve!oper to grapbiczdly }iew the state of the mesh during
e~ecution. CoMeT also prmides an interpreted, extensible IanOwagethat is used to modify, test and debug
the meshing algorithm. Changes can be made to the flow of the algorithm, often uithout the need to modifj-
any of the underlying C++ code- These changes allow the aIgotithm deve!oper to interactiw4y modify and
test various algonLhmic parameters including the actual flow of the algorithm and prowd useful during the
dew!opmentaI stages of this meshing tool. The graphical debug@tg tools and animation tools.of come,
pro~ided in4ght into the runtime behavior of the meshing algorithm.

While still a prototype tool, this meshing algorithm is a considerable step toward meeting the goal of robust,
fully-automatic ail quaddateral mesh generation over arbitrary two-dimensional domains The essence of the
algorithm is promiskg for extension to fully-automatic three-dimensional hexahe&aI meshing. Furthermore,
the mesh subsystem developed in CoMeT u-N make future research on ad}anced meshing algorithms much
simpler. So far, al the research has been targeted towards achieving robust cfosure of meshes (resulting
in a topoIogically-wdid quadrilateral mesh) using any arbh-ary, ~Cer-specified number of elements ore any
arbitrary two-dimensional domain. Little emphasis has been gh-en to either the final quality of the resulting
mesh or the computational efficiency of the algorithm. The new phase of the research will address these
issues as their resolution is critical to the eventual adoption of this algorithm into analysts’ toolbox of
meshing tools.

2. The Global hlinimization Meshing Tool

One goal of the research is to find a global meshing method that is topologically driven rather than geo-
met rically driven. Bycreating a generahzed functional that relates each quadrilateral e!ement direcdy to
the topolo~ of wild links between them, the global problem is discretized Rithout a 10SSof genemlity.

. I
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This functional is then used to drive a dyn~c simulation “ina manner similar to computatiorial tzeccanics
simulations. “Links- are sought and formed in a manner similar to computational chemissr simulations.
use of a functional to represent did relationships between e!ements makes the method extensiiile. since
onIy the functional needs to be changed to tiect the buLk of the algonthm.s beha~ior. An implicc goal of
the method is to minimize user input to create a topo]oghlly-did, high quality mesh that cayares the
geometry of the domain as well as it can, using the number of e!ements specified by the use:.

2.1. Ovet+ew of the Algorithm

In ceating a meshing tool that provides a globs! approac!t to the wious stages of mah generation. data is
distributed at the Iowest possible leve!. AUparticles have the same led of knowledge about their swmmding
conditions and act as independently as possible. A number of methods were borrowxl from panic!e dpamics
and the chemistry of bond formation to control particIe rcovement and linking, with the final rmsh being
c!~ ~~~ one of ~Y&.~ methods developed for remo~ing “holes= in the mesh. The follouing k a brief

d+ption of the high-Ie~ei phases of the algorithm:

● In the fimt phase, a simulation attempts to e~enly distribute the ~~er-specitied mxm.bc of partic!es
throughout the domain, using simple partich+t~parricle and partic!~t~bound~y repukive forces as
described in section 2.3.2. The simulation runs until equilibrium is achieved. This ax.acsioa phase
results in a rough gradation of the mesh over the domain. regardless of the initial pla=ezc me:hod
used. Ths step is skipped in cases where the initial placement method is known to a!ready pro~ide
good gradation and d~tnbution of the particles (e.g.. Poisson placement [4), th~ step is sk$~..

● In the second phase, each particle tinds the b=t match it can for each of its arms (see .W.ioz 2.3.3).
Each arm of the particle represents one of the edges of the quadrilateral e!ement and a mat& between
two such arms represents a shared edge between two elements. In a similar fashion to the uay atoms
bond to form a molecule, each arm then has an attractiw force based on the distance to its bond
partner (see section 2.3.-l). Links alsa create a force to align each particle as well as possible uith the
other pa-tick to which it is linked (see Section 2.3A). Nlen the original input is not well gaded.
this phase is repeatedly performed until the system is deemed to be in a state of force equilibrium.

● In the bal phase, the algorithm locates the unlinked parricIe arms and best closure sxa;ss of the
*hoIes= they belong to (see Section 2.4). These states are then coalesced to close the rcesh and the
system is once again run to equilibrium.

The result is a closed, topologically did quadrilateral mesh containing approximately the mrmber ofe!ements
speci&cl by the user. Xote that the final phase of the algorithm may result in the addition or remod of a few
eIements on the bounday - future improvements v.ill eliminate thii aspect of the algorithm ~ it ime-rkes
%ith the need to maintain mesh compatibtity across shared domain boundaries. . .

2.2. Initial Particle Placement

AS with any nonlinear problem, the closer the initial guess is to the final solution, the shorter tie time
to cotwergence. In this research there are also multiple solutions and it has been found thatbette” “titiaI
conditions also favor better finiihed meshes.

.% an example, two meshes of a dog bone geometry are shonn in F@re 1. The top mesh was ~eat~~ W&
a random initial placement. ThB method simply places a predefine number of partic!es on the bouqdary
and then scatters the remainder throughout the interior, randomly. In this case 235 partic!es we.mttxd
to mesh the geometry with 81 of them on the boundary The bottom fi=.greshon-s a mesh created w~ing
an initial placement method based on local geometric feature size, cakulated using a boundary imegral
solution [-l]of the Poisson’s equation. The Poisson’s placement method created a mesh which nas smother
around the comers and had a much better gradation of element size. Also, due to better initial cotxlitions
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.

Figure 1. Comparison of meshes obtained using two initial placement methods on the dog
bone geometry
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(distribution. size and orientation of the particles), the Poisson’s mesh took about a third of the timeto

closewhencompmxl to the time it took the mesh to close USS: the random placement merhod.

.lnothw pkc=em method used consists of placing all of the interior parrrcles in a box sma!k than the
area to be meshed. Other methods have been considered imduding partial results of other meshing tools “m
the -e manner as the Poisson’s tool discussed preciously.

At presem, the only constraint on initial particle placement is that a layer of particles must fi. be attached
to the boundaty. Tbis heIps to constrain interior particles horn leaving the domain during the rzi~i-;Tation
phase. The funr~onal is then applied to control the movement of the interior particles in the domah. ~ith
the goal of dkributiog the particles appropriately. .@ method can be used for initial partic?e p!arement
over the domain so long as this constraint is met.

2.3. The Functional

The functional, ~, is a mathematical relationship describing the interactions between a gii= ~,ic!e and
its eavironme~t. The functional is summed over all of the panicles ~ithin the domain aztd thereby gove.ms
partic!e beha~ior. In order to define the functional. the partic!e itse!f must first be de!ined. l%ea the three
parts of the furmional

@= Partic!eRqnAion ~ .-!rm.-lttraction e .4rm.-llignment

are esaained in de:ail. FmaIIy, how the particle mows in r.ssponse to the application of the fwriocal is
e..d. Tiiis includes a dkcussion of what it means in terms of the reproducibility of the algm%hra.

2.3.1. Particle D~cription

Figure 2. Representation of a particIe (duaI of a quadrilateral element)

F@ue 2 shows the basic pamticie used in the simulation as a dual representation of a quwd.rrate.d e!ement.
Each m-mof a particIe represents an element edge. A link beuiwen the arms of two particles represems a
shared edge betwen two e!ements. A particle is defined by its location, size, and orientation along with
dynamic information used in the minimization phase.

For each partic!e m-edefine five Iocationx C~ for the center and four A~n for the ends of each partic!e arm.
These vectors are used for the evaluation of the functional. Since the particle is rigid, m-edo not acwally
store all of these positions, but instead store C~ and and angle 8 defining the particle’s rotation horn a global
reference ask. @ is the relative angle from arm 1 to another arm of the particle. Currently, the particle
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arms are assumed to be fksd at a 90° relationship to each other. As links can be formed at any angle, it
was found that allowing @ to be a degree of freedom added unnwessary complexity and instability to the

solution. The size of a partic!e is defined as the dstance ~’ ~. Preseatly, all arms of a particle have the
same size.

Although a reedar quadrilateral with no distortion is sho%min Figure 2, there is no such constraint on the
finished mesh. This can result in some e!ements which are severely distorted. In order to bit this M much
as possible, the tool tries to generate nodes that are shawd by otdy four e!ements. \f_biie not a panacea
against tbe formation of dissorted elements, this does help to keep the number of vertices with small included
aqjes to a minimum. As mentioned above, the quality of the final mesh has IIOLbeen gives much a:;ention.
so far.

2.3.2. Repulsise Potential

r -.

L I
I

Paz:: “cle k!x, yO )

.J

Figure 3. Particle repulsive potentiat

Each particIe sees potential from all of the otha- particles and the geometry boundaries in its line of sight
(LOS). In Figure 3, particle Y’ (Ci) has a direct line of sight to particles ‘h= (Ck) , “~ (Cj) , ‘k- (Ck), and “1.
(Cl)’. The tines from the center of particIe ‘Y to particles %“ (Cm) and ‘%=(C.) are bloc!!ed by boundg
se=~~t ‘..’ (B-4). For each of the directly sees particles. particle ‘i= u-N have a functional contribution

()
n

where CR is the repulsive constant defined by the user, ~ is the distance betweenofcR & ,

centers of particles, 1, is the nominal size of particle Y, and n is the specified reputsive esponent. Sktce
we want to keep direct tra& of the forces rath~” than the functional, we actually use the partial deri~atiws
of all the functional fommdas in the program. This actually requires fev.wrcomputations as it removes the
~\Tonential term in the typical case where n is defkd as t.m. A good deal of work was done to balance the
repulsive exponents and coeffiaents with the attractive terms in order to have a stable simulation. These
factors are quite stable after the links are formed and the forces are mostly in balance. However, in the initial
stages. a bad combination of particIe placement and coz=tants can result in a particle Ieaiing the domain.
Currently, there are no forces that will attempt to pull such a parricle back into the domain.

Particle ~- mill also see a contribution from boundary seOgment,B.4, since a line perpendictdar to BA will
not cross any other boundary se=aents. On the other hand, no contribution is seen from boundary seogment,
BE, since a perpendicular line to th~ seOment does not intersect the secment itself. Again. the functional

/.\n
contribution is of the form, CR

[)

[f

m’
where all variables ~e the same as diSCUSSeCtbefore ~Ycept that

—
the diitance ]C@=l is defined as the shortest dstance to the boundary seOgmentB=.

.

Note that at each tirnestep of the simulation, each particle must check (n - 1) other particles, either to
determine the fimctionat contribution or to determine that no functional contribution is required due to
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the LOSmles. EweUbplmented, thk~bebrought fiomorder O(n:)toordar 0(-). This small
improvement still leaves demm-hing tbe repulske potential as the main performance bottleneck. .Akhough
several sohttions to this performance bottleneck have been discussed: none have yez been “mplemewcl.

2.3.3. Link Cr=tion

A link between two pm-ccc!earms represents a shared edge betwsm the w-o elements represented by the
two panicles to which the arms be!ong. If an e!ement edge lies on the bound= of the domain. tie arm
representing that edge is linked to the boundary rather than to another arm.

\

/ -.

L /
1

p~rticle k(x, yQ )

./
\

Figure 4. Capture zone for a particIe arm

Requiring that each arm be linked to one and only one other arm (of another particle) or to the boundary
ensures that upon completion, a finished mesh exists with no ambi~tious connections. TO tid these Connec-
tions, a simple method was developed which finds the closest amI end in the direction that the arm points
to within a predefine capture zone (see F@re 4). The system can also set the maximum dkance at which
a link will be made in terms of a multipIe of the particle size. If th~ dstance is too small, it may tit in
no links being formed, whereas if the d~tance is too large, it may result in many extra computations being
performed to find the best link. As descriiied in section 2.3.2, links are not formed between tvm arms if they
do not share a Liie Of Sight. The algorithm alIows links to be formed, broken and reformed during wious
phaxs.

In contrast to a mokcular dymrnics (31D) simulation in which “allmolecules feel ali=-ent forces from all
other molecules, each partic!e arm in the simulation feels cdio-ent forces fkom only the one particIe arm to
which it is linked. Some thought has been given to using the 31D method until the particle links are found
in order to have better ali.med particIes, resulting in more suitabIe links being made.

It was found that for the 2D case the esisting method is functioning quite we!l. Hom-e~-er.the 3D ve~ion will
require a more sophisticated .dution for finding suitable links between element faces. Se~eral rebements
have been suggested to “nprow the way that links are selected between multiple candidates in the sedt area
or capture zone. The current s}%temtakes the best dot product match between particle arms on the working
and target particles, [min(CIrAw ‘ . CT.4T~)] with the target particle simply being the closest partic!e in the
capture zone. As an alternative, the best dot product match of all of the particle arms “mthe capture zone
can be used. Another alternative is to assi=gnea~ target particle arm a m-eightb=ed on a fuzzy em!uation
of the arm’s distance, deviation from the source arm angle, and dot product match. .
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2.3.-1. Attractive PotentiaI

Each particle can have up to four links (one per arm). These can be attachd either to anoth~r intenor
p=.ic!e’s armor to a boundary particle, as discussed in section 2.3.3. Each of these bonds has a (attractive)

functional contribution of ‘~?. In addition, a rotational contribution to the functional is present in
the alignrnat potential, as discussed .ht section 2.3.5. Since it is not poss~ole to make a link to an interior
p=.icle or boundaq- patzicie that is out of the I&e of S@. the LOS rules specified in .-ion 2.3.2 are
impliatly accounted for.

2.3.S. Alignment Potential

L1 most cass, a pair of linked arms will not be colinear. Hence, the attractive force of the link u-ii not pass
through the center of the particI~ and uiil result in a torque and an additional force compocent that d
tend to rotate the partic!es into closer aIiO-ent to match th~ ofiet. This component is represemed by a
functional contribution in the form of

Since the arms of a panic!e are fixed at a perpesacular ag!e. using .4,(~.1) giws us only the component
of the vmor tha: is perpendicular to the line through the center of the particle. creating a pure torque to
apply to the panic!e. Again. these forces are only applied along esisting IkAs (see Section 2.3.3).

Since each parttc!e has four links, and each is shared %ith another parricle, we have 2n calculations to
petform in finding both the attractive and aho=mem potemiak. Ths is small by comparixm to the u-ork
required to compute the repulsh-e potential.

2.3.6. Particle Movement

.Ifter collecting the forces .zrd torques due to each of the parts of the potentiai and adding them to the
pre~ious dues, the algorithm then determines a new location, velocity, rotation, and acce!e.ation for each
particie. The Euler method is used for formrd time inte=iyzuion [3]. Values for the maximum a.llonable
trardational and rotational velocities for the entire system aUoWthe algorithm to dete.nzine when it has
reached equilibrium. These trigger points are set to control the amount of expansion or other acti~ity. The
use of finite, non-zero d.tss for these ma--a pro~ide the aigonthm ~ith reasonable convergence criteria,
allowing it to ignore undamped high frequency \ibrations that could prerent convergence of the system.

By moving particles in this manner, the algorithm is reproduable but non-reversible. This means that if a
prob[em occurs, it can be exactly reproduced and corrected. It also aUoWsthe system to be s~opped and
restarted with no loss of generality as long as the full state of both the particles and the mesh controller
is maintained. Of course, the numerical nature of the algorithm could result in potential diEerences in the
meshes obtained on difierent hardware platforms - the creation of diEerent links during the process could
result in convergence to a dii7erent final mesh. This potential effect has not been observed.

2.4. Connectivity Refinement

After all of the links have been found and the system has reached equilibrium. either the mesh will be
complete or, more likely, there will be tmlinlwd interior arm ends. These unlinked arm ends represent
‘holes= in the mesh that need to be remowd. Holes are represented in the program as ordered loops of
particles surrounding one or more open arm ends. These 100PSare then manipulated to reduce the number
of loops and/or the number of open arm ends in each loop. At the end of ths iterative procsss, a closed
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mesh is akhiewd.

2.4.1. Finding Holes (Loops)

Several types of loops or hoks e..st. A “closed’ IMP is a complemd loop %ith no unlinked arm ta?s. .4 loop
with only a singie unlinked arm, is a %in:le.k-m’ loop. .1 loop =ith two unlinked arms on a sing!e particie
(of the loop) is a ‘doubIeAtn- loop. Similarly, a ‘itnple.ku- loop has three unlinked arm ends on a .s@!e
particle bounding that Ioop. Any loop that contains unlinked arms on t%o or more partic!ss is cieihd as a
‘compound’ 100P. Finally, a ‘deleted” loop is one that has been mar:ked for remowd.

The program first seardm through all the particles, putting unlinked A= ends on a list. Each of these arm
ends is then used as a starting point to create a loop. .% arm ends gez added to a loop. they are removed
from the Ori=ginallist. All uncipsed leaps haw been found u-hen the original list of urdirdwd arm emds is
empty. The current list of uncIosed loops ‘mthe mesh is maintained for execution efficiency.

2.4.2. Manipulating HoIes to Close the hlesh

After finding aU the loops surrounding holes in the mesh. the a?gorithm begins the process of dea!iig ~it!t
these holes. The goal is to remove them all. resulting ‘ina c?o.d. topologically-dici rnesit oi qwirilaterai
e!ements. The loops are moved throughthe tnesh to force tkem to either coaksce with other hJOpsor co

‘squeeze- them out of the boundary.

When two loops coaksce, they will either form a single loop of diiieren complexity or, if they are compli-
mentary, they will result in a closed loop. For instance, two singbrm loops coalescing uiil eitk form
a two arm compound Ioop or they will close completely. HOIK moved to the boundary uiil either add or
remove a particle to eliminate the open arm ends in that loop. This is undesirable not only because it can
interfere with the requirement of nodal continuity across shared boundaries uith meshes on both sides but
also because the total number of particles on the boundary is a user input wlue and the algorithm ttt= to
maintain that number as closely as possible. Hence, the algorithm prefe.%to coalesce loops rather than move
them to a boundary In the future, the need for the latter case will be eliminated altogetha-.

In order to select a pair of loops to be coakced, the following criteria are enduated and wei.$ted in the
order mentioned:

1. Loops that border each other are favored over those at a greater distance.

2. Loops of “opposite type’ are preferred (e.g., loops with & arms on the bound~- prefer loops uith
all iotenor I%e arms).

3. Closer Ioops are preferred to more distant ones.

If the two Ioops do shtie a common link, we merely open that link, and then use routines that reduce the
size of Ioops to the smallest number of free arms possibIe. The program favors links that d create a node
shared by four elements over one shared by three or five elements, which is favored over one which vmuld be
shared by 5S or more elements. This helps to improve the quality of the final mesh. The basic ope.nxing
premise in this case is that a free arm can only connect to the he arms on either side of it in the loop. The
algorithm is further constrained to create only topologically did comectivities. Hence, no crowd Iirdis
are allowed. no two particles may share more than one M: and no particle may ha~e lirdl to itself. By
restraining the possible Iirks to the adjacent ones in the loop we insure that the loop is ne~er split into
two loops, and that the comple--ity of the probIem always decre=es as a result of connectivity refinement
operations.

I

If the Ioops share only a common particle, the algorithm first opens a link in one loop which forces it to
share a link with the other loop. It then rebuilds the larger loop which is then treated as described above.
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The decision of which link to open is made on the basis of which link of the two on the shared p=.ic!e is
most closely afigmd to the wctor between the centers of the two loops.

In the =e of a pair of loops that do not touch. one loop is told to ‘unrave! itse!f ton-ards the other loop-.
This is done by 6nding the link which is most closely in the direction of the target loop, opening that link.
and rebuilding the nex loop. These steps are repeatti until the two imps share a link. Then. coa!esciig
the loops is handled as destioed above. It is important: in this case. that the loop which is unraveiimg itse!f
does not intersect another loop or a boundary of the domain- This is why the C1OS=:pair of loops is akays
-wkcted and a test is pettormed to insure that there are no boundaries becwen them. Care is taken to ixmtre
that links between boundary ptiIcles are not broken during this process.

3. Performance Analy-sis

Ml u-ork that has beee done on the aIgoridun to date has been focwxl on attaining reliable mesh c%sure.
so work has beee done on deceasing computation tirns.

The computation k dominated by the efiofi ‘hn-olvedwith Ending t!ie distance beta-een pa..ic!K to ca!r..lare
the repulsk? potemiaf. Ewe assume that we have n particles and m bounciat-yse.gg.ems. then each p~=ic~e
must checlk(n ~ m - I) other items every time repulsive forces ue found. Tinis gives a total of n(n ~ m - I)
opemtiom’ to i%d the repulsive forces. If we take admntage of :he fat: that ~he force contnoution on p~-.ic!e
i due to prmic!e j (F,l) is equal to the opposite of the force on p~nic:e j due to particle i (F,j = -F,,). we

n(n - 1}
can cm thu in ha!f. E Weakw usume that m << n this ~lv~ ., s:eps.

-k- the algorithm has a complexity of O(n(n - 1)/2) during the repulsion phxe. larger numbers of p~~icks run
comeiderably slower than smaller ones. .As there is noticeable slowdown on domains with only -!Oilpa.iiic!es.
and as meshes on the order of 106 elements must eventually be gen~’ated. pem-ormance enhancement is
crucial before this algorithm mill be an accepted meshkrg tool. Hence, pe~”otrnance enhancement is a critical
goal of the tm.st dem!opment phase of the algorithm and it is be!ieved that ‘acceptable’ computational
efiaency will be attaiusd. .

.% the repulsive potential diminishes rapidly as the inverse square of the d~tance betwem p~nic!es. an
obvious method of optimizing the simulation would be to maintain a Proximity (particfe) List for each
particIe. Such a list wcxddcontain the subset of all particks that have a %i=tiiicant- eiiect on the ma=titude
of the total repuIsh-e force on a gi~en particle. At each timestep, only the particles in these Proximity L-ists
would be uss when computing the repulsi~e forces on a given particle. By only using particles in the
Pro-simity fists. the order of the aIgorithm is reduced to (l(d), where b is the number of partic!e on the
list. The k.~ would be rebuilt from global data only m-henthe simulation has mowd particies ‘suEicie@--
- kmpkg thee lists adequately up-to-date will be the challenge.

There are a number of other potential performance enhancements to the algorithm. An e.xhaustiw I.kting of
these is not in the scope of this paper.

4. Results and Conclusions

The mst majority of the desi== and implementation work on the algorithm: so far, has been direc:d at
achieving robust and consistent mesh closure given arbitrary numbers of e!ements over arbitrary planar.
t-ii-~dlmensional geometries. Xeither mesh quality nor performance have been given much thoug!m These
issues will be addressed during the second phase of development.

Several test objects were used to determine the robustness of the code in c!osing meshes and handling wious
topologies. The test geometries were a circIe of diameter 10 units, a crescent geometry of tile siune diax:er.
a cam with a long ask of 16 units, a dog-bone geometry to test how the system handles ligaments of titiking
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geometi”c scale, and an of&t washer to t= a multiply-connected topotogy. Closure was achieved in better
than 99 percent of the tests. “

Since the circular and mescent geometries are the a“esttotestand run in a relatively short time period,
mc& of the robustness testing was done usiog these two shapes. The circuIar geometry was tested with
a giwm number of particks (45) and the random number used to determine the initial placement of the
particles was taried. A script was used to run and save the redrs of 125 simulations in a way that aUoutd
reproduction of the results at any time (see Figure 5). -

Only one of the simulations fiiled to form a cIosed mesh. The problem iu Axing this simulation %as traced
to a problem in the third-party software used for geomet~ computations (ACIS, from Spatial Technology)
and we are currently working with the vendor to resolve this.

Several of the meshes have areas of high nodal wdence, corresponding to large number of elements sharing a
single node. In the dual representation, these are seen as closed loops nith more than 4 particles surrounding
them - the number of particles surrounding a loop is equal to the number of elements that share the single
node that is centered within that loop in the actual mesh. This results in undesirable acute angles at
these nodes. Methods for eliminating high node valence problems during the edg stages of the algorithm
are currently under de~elopment. It is believed that these dence problems can easily “be corrected - the
challenge is to totally prevent them from occurring during the linking phases of the algorithm.
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The cr-t geometry was used with a fied number of edge partick, and the number of intir partick
w= wwied. All 15 of the -“es tested closed (see Figure 7). The larger number of interior particks produced
a more even mesh. This raises the question of how to balance the numbers of interior and ~“or particles
to produce an even m=h, given a 6xed total number of pm-tick. No satisfactory solution to this problem
has as yet been found.

F@.re 6. Example of closed mesh on cam geometry showing dual representation. -

The cam and bone gmmetries were used to veri& various input methods and the behavior of the algorithm
uith geometric ligaments of wuying scales. Fhe versions of each were run using two Rith random input,
and three using a phement method based on a Poisson solution developed by Dr. Gerstie at L3X [4]. A
solution to the Po-kson’s equation over the domain to the mesh %as first obtained. This solution - utilized
to determine the initial location, size, and orientation of particles. This aUoWsthe size of the elemmts to be
wu-ied as a function of the Iocd characteristic size of the gwmetry, reducing the total number of pari.icks
needed to produce a reasonable mesh. This initial placement method also resulted in better graded meshes
with e!ements oriented according to global geometric characteristics. It is thought that the Poisson’s solution
can be used to improve the closure characteristks of various ad~ancing front meshing algorithms suu as the
Paving .Ugorithm. One set of completed meshes is shown in Figures 6 and 8.

The ofiet Rasher geometry (see F@re 9) m-astested to demonstrate that the algorithm can haudle xmltiply
connected topologies. FRe wrsions were run ~ith various numbers of particles and random numb~- seeds
for initial placement. Three of the five closed mithout any problems. The two that did not c!ose R-m traced
to the same ACIS problem discussed in the results for the circular geometry. It is beliewd that once the
geometric modeling problem is resolved, these meshes, too, will cIose.

“

.
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Figure 7. Examples of closed meshes on crescent geometry showing du5.I representation.

Fi.-e 8. ExampIe of cIosed mesh on dog bone geometry showing dual representation.
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Figure 9. Examples of closed meshes on offset washer geometry showing duaJ representa-
tion:

It is impotzant to note that, so far, no difference in the percentage of c!osed reeks has been noted t!ue to
the initial placement methods used. However, many more tests will need to be pefi-ormti before [his can be
ascertained.

Although a fomtal proof of the a!gorithrn”s ability to close an arbit:~~ gmmetry with an ~-bit:ary number
of e!emetxs bas not been generated, it is knosm to be a wiant of the c!ass of problems that inc!cdK the
Trareling %Iesrnan wiriant of a Harniltonian Path problem. Although proof that the ‘best- mhition bas been
accomplished is XP hard. proof that a solution can be reached has been found for such cksses of problems.
This means that we can e~pect the aIgoritbm to produce closed meshes on a routine basis. A!though w-e
ha~e achieved closure rates of over ninety nine percent so far. many more tests uill need to be pen-ormed
before & Cimwe rate ~= be ~cemained ~ith my de~~ of cemfity-

The most important remaining quesion is how to measure the quality of the generated mesh= and improve
them u-hen required to meet the needs of the numerical problem being solved. IL is welt bown that any
measure of the ‘adequacy” of a mesh must include not only geometric metrics but must also take into
account the physics of the problem being SOIWXIand the particular boundary conditions that are being
appIied. Hence, an a pm-on-determination of the adequacy oi a mesh may not be possible and an adaptive
solution may be the answer.

The tvxt phase of mrk on this aigorithm has just beam and irdudes the follonin~

●

●

●

●

Nethods to reduce the number and severity of acute an@s in the mesh (limit the nodes in the final
mesh to 3 and -t-@nt nodes).

~se of a combinatorics approach to iind better sets of links and prevent many of the mesh quaiky
problems from occurring.
Extension of the functional definition and connecti~ity reiinemcmt method to thr-mensional:
all-hewhdral meshing.
Use of the connectivity refinement method to increase robustness and final results of other m~hing
a@ri[~.

It is beIiewd to be }itally “nportant to be able to robustly and automatically generate quadrilateral and
he..abedral meshes omr arbit~ two- and three- dnensional domains, respectively. This algorithm is an
important step towards achieving the former goal - work on ex~endin.git to three dimensions has just bee~n.
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Appendix A-4

Paul Wolfenbar:er’s thesis entitled “Exploration of a New Unstructured Quadrilateral
Mesh Generation Al:orithm” is included because it gives the best descriptions of different
elements of the meshing process. Paul was the primary developer at UNM who prototype
the two-dimensional al~orithm within CoiMeT. His thesis :ives examples of using scheme
scripts to drive the meshing al~orithms within CoMeT.
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Exploration of a h’ew Unstructured Quadrilateral Mesh

Generation Algorithm
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Paul R. W_olfenbarger

B.S., ~,~fl En@~ring Tp_~~ Twh ~ni~-er~i[y. 1994

31.S., Civil En#~~:ing. Kni\-ersily of Xew Mexico. 1!?95

Abstract

.%nol-el method is presented for auromarically ,generming quadrilateral m-he on arbir:xy tm-

dinw~~ional domai~s Global minimization of a porewial func:ion governs mdi formation and

c!mrac:erkics. Comprised of several re:~~. the potential func:ion dis:rii)uiti the e!e~.e-xs throu@-

out the domain and aligns the edges of the e!e.merxs to form did conn~:il-iris. h- [here are a:q-

re.maining unlinked e!e.ment edges. the local connec:iviry is examined and a ‘hole e!i.minarion- al-

goriritm is applied that successively iids alternatil-e cormectivities Unlinked edges. representing

holes in the mesh, are moved to either coalesce. or to a boundary. The components of the potemial.

the minimization procedure, and the connectivity refinemem algorithm are preented. The me:hod

shows promi~ for extension to automatic threedimensional hexahedral meshing. Performance of

the algorithm is anal}md and performance enhancemems tes:ed. Deve!opmenr of the algorithm

required a gwar deal of ilexilility in chansjng program execution and in data structure-. To accom-

modate th~ a new %st-bed” Sstem V= devised which aUoss for rapid prototyping often without

changing the compiied code. This nove! system and the support classes for it are daribed. and

examples of the ease of prototyping are shown.
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Finite Element Meshing Approached as a Global Minimization Process

Chapter 1

Introduction

He use of fintie e!ement codes k acce!erming in indus::y. science. xxi” acm.ie~.ia (E.dpe:a

15!!7). Driven by cheaper computing. shor:e: design cyc!ti. and costlier laboratory and Fe::uc:ke

tti;ing. this accelemt ion is tasing the abiIity of analysts ZOkeep pace. In an at te.my to shor:en t!~e

design cyc!e. and to ai!on- the anal~sr to focus on the r~ulrs. many COdti are [urnin~ to auroinatpj

generation oi rzx+es. In fat: many modern designs require meshes n-hic!l ii gy::mnd by hand

would rake longer than the enrire alIotted d~ign cycle (Ii-attrick and Den-hir~z 1gg~ J1e~=der and

Benzley 1!!97). Evolutionary problems (where the model changes m the analysis progr~.~) and

adapri~e ttwsh re.ine.ment procedures also require robust. reliabIe and repeatable mesh .generarion

algorirhrn=.

Many problems plague currem methods for generating unstructured mehes. The most often

used meshes are triangular/tetrahedral and quadrilateral/hexahedral meshes. Triangular/tewahedral

meshing is we!l understood, but many analysts d~like trian=~lar/terrahedraI mesh=. This di=

like is due to the fact that trian=@ar/tetrahedral meshes are inherently stiHer than quadrilat-

eral~hexahedrai meshes. ThK forces the use of more. or ,higher order, elements to produce the

same level of accuracy (BenzIey et al. 1995; 31alanthara 1997). N-oreliable, nidely accepted method

of automatically g.eneraring good quality unstructured. quadrilateral or hexaheckd meshes has been

ac!opred. The cwrenr =iate of the art in this field ‘k the Paving,/P1asrering algorithms n-hick have

problems with c!osing local discontinuities such as two elements needing to attach to five e!e.menrs

or m-o elemems containing the same space. These disconrinuities occur n-hen multiple adwmcitig

fronts of e!emenrs con~e:ge at unusable angles and densities (Rlite and Kinney 1997). Sese:al other

re~able but I-s accepred algorithms are discussed in chapter Z.

In an attempt to find a new approach to these problems, Sandia Xatiomd Labs ancI the
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L!niversity of Sew Mexico have de~e!oped a new algorithm. Ths algorithm is based on using a 2D

parricle model to govern the movement of each e!e.ment and then forming link bem-een particiti

to create a completed mesh. By creating a generaiiied functional that re!ares each quadrilateral

e!ement dire.ctlv to the ~mrnetrv and to the other e!ernents. the g!obal problem k disc:etized T$_iIiI-

our a loss of generality. Using tne~hods borrowed from physics. chemistry. and other scieatiiic

computational methods a ‘mostly connected- mesh is c:eavd Topological\--bad connec:k-iw

improvement techniques are then utiked to clo-~ the re.mainde: of the me-h. Ulife mesh reik

mem is sometirm useful to alleviate the problem of acute angles. no smoothing is required as the

global m~fia[ion a]gorithm uses a tmhtique Vq- similar10 e..sting mesh srnooth~g dgoririms

(known as ‘Relaxation- smoothing F:eirag et al. 1S95) to smooth the mesh during its c:earion.

During the course of developing th= method. it wts net=-ary to c:eme a safn-are ink+

trucwre which would a!!on- the program to be e@- debu~~ and to allow fle.sibility in the data

srruc:ure of the mesh a: mrious stages of the me-h creation. - To this end. the meshing tcml ms

moved into the CoJleT (Computational Jkchanics Toolkir ] em-korxr.ent which E dti-c:iiid in de:ail

by t!re CoJleT group (Panrhaki et al. 1!?!37).A nex” tnehing suhq-srern n-as added to the CoMeT
. .

system to facdnare de~-e!opmcnt of rib-. and other. m.fih c:eaiion schemes. and ~or use i.nanalysis
-

CoJ1eT providti .dvaare utilities thar allow the aIgorithm deve!oper to graphically riew the s:ate

of the mtih during execution. Co31eT ah pro~-ides an interpreted. extem~ible language tint is

usxd to modifi. test and debug the meshing algorithm. Changts can be made to the Eow of the

aIgorithm. ofim n-ithout the need to modify any of the unde:!ying C++ code. Th~ chang~ allow

the algorithm developer to interactive!}- modifi and test \arious algorithmic parameters inchxiing

the actual flow of the algorithm. ThE flexibility prowxf ~’eful during the de~e!opmemal stages of

thk meshing algorithm.. The graphical debugging and animation tools pro~ided real-iime insight

into the beha~ior of the algorithm.

Finally. in order to understand the Iong-te:m usefulness of the algorithm. the pe:form~nce of

the program was analyxd, and some refinements ~-ere atrempred. Use of a second order approx2~.a-

tion of the particle movements was e~aluated, and parallelii”mg the most time-intensive part of the

algorithm ~= co~idered. These changes nuuld result in a much more efficient meshing tool. and

c!early indicate the limitations of the algorithm which mill be most critical in production versions

of this tool.

WhUe the research has not produced a completed. working meshing tool. this meshing algo-

rithm is a considerable step towards meeting the goal of robust. fully automatic quadrilateral mesh

generation over arbitrary tm-dimem=ional domains. The infr~-yructure developed will make future

research on meshhyg algorithms ~~ing the CoMeT em-iromnenr much simpler.
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Chapter 2

Background and Motivation

The work involved in developing this a!goriih~ urilized .wurces from ga:me :kw~.-. pa:zic!e

physics. molecular dynamics. coqmrarional c!wnkrry. meshing research. compurer science. propri-

etary -scd%-a:eand parallel computing. The main reason for doing the research k rhe failure of az~

of the e.sisticg meshing algorithm to co~~kie~ti~ produce high quality finkhed quac!rikmxal rneshti

n-hich faithfully represent the geomerry.

.Iutotnating unstructured quadrilateral meshing IEMbeen an e!usire goal for a long time.

The most re!iable systems are in structured mtihing or grid generation. A good stafiing point for

the study of gid generation is -Fundamentals of Grid Generation= (Knupp and Sreinberg 1994).

.llthough more re!iable. a number of problems still remain in creating structured grids for unordw

C!OXshape. A good ~xample of th~ is presented in .Ippendu C of Knupp and Steinberg 19S4

n-here the authors present a number of e..amples which are non-trivial to grid. .-Mthough all of the

methods will form a completed grid. not all of them match the geometry throughout the domain.

Most structured mesh= are simply rectangular or square grids which have been deformed by a co-

ordinate transformation to match the geometry. Each rerr~~ of the m~h has an isamorpbic local

neighborhood. This malr~ compurarion simple and memory siorage requirements low as most of

the locations can be calculated rather than stored and the influence of adjacent e!ercenrs is well

de!ined (Bern and Epstein 1992). On the other hand many comple.. yometries can not be mapped

by a rectangular grid forcing the use of domain decomposition. staircase approximations and other

compromi%- which can affect the accuracy of the computation (Bern and Epstein 1992).

The study of unstructured mesh generation (a mesh with arbitrarily w@rg local neigh-

borhoods) h,as accelerated since the use of computer graphics has become COSTeikc:ive for more

and more applications. In addition. the current push in the government to reduce or e!iminare field
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testing has c:eated a larger demand for high-quality meshing which can be as automatic as possible.

To ad~ance this. Sandia Xational Labs has spon..mred ‘The Llte:national M=hing Roucc!table- for

the past sis years (Sandla >-ational Laboratories 1997). This has led to a number of ad~a~cements in

mesh quality assessment (Frey and Borouchaki 1992 Be.xzirs 1997). adaptive refine=es: of mfihes

(Freirag and Olliver-Gooch 1!737)and other unique refinements. One of the most proti=ksg methods

for quadriiate:aI/hexahedral meshing TW first deve!oped by the CUBIT project at SmZa >-atiocal

Laboratories and Brigham Young University (Blac!!er 1991). Referred to as ‘Paving-or ‘Ad\ancing

Eont- algorirhrns. these methock start at the edge of the given geomeny. and stan placisg e!emesis.

The previously placed row of e!emenrs is uss as the n~xt border and the procex repeated- --k rhe

~arious fronts converge. the algorirhm can place txo or more e!e.menrs in the saze :~ace. Tle

~~ste.mm~~t therefore check the posirior~ of each e!ement at each step to irsure a ~=a~e and \a!id

m-h. Several changes have been made to improve the ‘robtr~i~~-~- of the ~yie.m as h En+ to miss

collkions of fronts or intersectio~c of e!e.mcnts m-discuwd in ‘Rc&ign of the Paving .Xgorlihm:

Robustness Enhance.mems through Element by E!e=em Meshing- (Jvhire and I&e:: 1257. %r.e

improvement has beer gamed by IKE work but -wine rwshes a:e s:3 1beyond its capaiXXfi and the

need for corsiant geornerric calculations .rnakes t!lis algorithm expe.nsi~-e.

In triangular/tetrahedral meshing- one accepted me~hod of meshing is to use c:c!- packd

imo the geometry with tangents touching and then ro we the points of irxer.section ~o de:ermine

triangks. Known as ‘Delaunay- meshing. th~ method is based on a mathematical concept from

193-I by B. De!aunay (Delautmy l’33-I)and deve!oped into a =~hmg algorithm by seve.d per-w~=

‘m t~le earn. l~SOS. SeVeral methods ha~-ebeen su~~b-id to allow the us of the same method “m

producing quadrilateral/hexahedral meshes. In ‘Qu~cirilat=dJkhkg M Ckle l’acbg- (Bern

and Eppstein 1997) several methods are discussed. Combining triangular e!ements from rhe resulting

triangular mesh to form a quadrilateral mesh is dlficult and time inrensi~e. T& of a slighdy

difierent form of circle placement is proposed to give a Voronoi diagram in which all the polygom are

quadrilaterals. The quadrilaterals are then used insiead of finding the dual triangular representation

w in normal Delaunay meshing. Another technique developed at the Unive.rsiry of J-en- 31e..co is

r. ~Pht triangIes rather than joining them. This produces three quadrilaterals from each triangie in

the original Delaunay mesh (Malanthara 1!397). While ths method is robust. it tenck to produce

a large number of ~ery regular elements. Thii can lead to ~referred- directions in the mesh and

increased computational costs.

A popular technique in the literature is decomposition of the domain into srd piecti of

krtown geometric shapes. Previoudy mapped meshes are then applied to these shapes. am! the pans

r-assembled. ThK presents problems in terms of decomposing the domain. marchicg tie mapped
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rnesh~- of two or more parts together and proving that all of the mappings which wiil be r.wprired

hai-e been found. The decomposition problem is being addressed by LLUand Gadh(Liu and Gadh

1’397)of the University of Wisconsin - Madison. Using a -Basic LOgical BuIK or BLOB for each

shape the authors were able to decompo-~ a larger ~ariety of .sha~es thanpreviously possibie. .%

number of problems in the area of reconstruction of the separate tmshes were al= -wived. By ti,ng

a binary-tree method to alter the meshes to match before reconstruction occur:ed mos~ mappings

can be made to conform to the requirements of the mesh= on adjacent BLOBS. Xo proof of the

e..=ience of mappings for all of the decomposed volumes exists in r!re liremmre.

Octree and quadtree methods are recursive partitions of a region of the doma~l into ask

a~g,~ ~Went5. Tii in the end produc~ a dual representation of the rn& which h~- a :?ac!aibn

based on the same criterion used to determine when to stop dividing the c!omain. Triangulation of

thii dual then produces a completed mesh. Several methods have ben propo-sd for u.+g quackr~

to c:ea:e quadtilate:al meshes but several dran-backs remain. Quach ree me:ho~~ have been c:it iciied

for c:mrirrg a ‘preferred- direction (Srinit~an et al. 1990) and ihe &Eicuky of modifying the dud

repr=enration to be able to creare a quadrilateral rn~h has not been sarisfacroriiy -soid (S.i.~.ec

1%4: Wmeiders et al. lY26j.

Xone of rhe methods can satisfactorily and routine!y m-h any arbitrary gemetry with

quadrilaterals mithout human direction and many frequently produce meshes n-.hich require ad-

ditional smoothing or refinement to be e~-en mar:inaLIy acceprabie in many cases Tlhis lack of

corie!ation between the geometry and the discretizarion was the starting point for an attempt to

build a g!obal optimization based algorithm.

e

5
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Chapter 3

Global Minimization-Based

Quadrilateral Meshing Algorithm

.1 functional is used to dri~-e a dynamic simulation in a manner similar to co~pu:~iional

c!re.miwy and rnolecu!ar biology sitnularions (Brook et al. 19S3: Kirkpatrick et al. 19S3: Fo.+ick

et al. 1996). L% of a funcriomd 10 reprmem desirable re!rniom=hipsbeta-en e!e.mems. the geotnet ry

and orher e!e.rcem makes rhe method exre.wib!e to 3D or to generalized wrface mtihkg Only the

iitnc:iorml need be changed to modi~ the bulk of the program-s behm-ior. An impiicir goal of the

method is to minimize the user input requird to create a topologicaIly-~alid. high quafiry mesh that

captures the gamer~ of the domain m-well rs it can. using the criteria specii%d by the user.

3.1 Overview of the Algorithm

In creating a meshing tool that provides a global approach to all the ~arious s:3ges of rmh

generation. all data are d~tribured at the lowest possible object level. -Allparticl= have the same

level of knowledge about their surrounding conditions and act as independently as possible. A

number of methods were borrowed from particle ph@s. and mokcuhr dynamics to control e!ement

movement and Iinkiirg. with the final mesh being completed using one of several methods deve!oped

for coalescing ‘holes-. (see figure 3.1), or removing them at the mesh boundary

.
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.Ifier esrabliihing the 2D geometry (in this c~e ACIS g+

onietry from Spatial Technology wz ussd). partic!es are placed

using one of several user-prescribed methods as described be

10W. .It present the main constraint on particle placement is

tha: a layer of e!e.ments must be attached to the domain bound-

a~. ALw the system is designed to allow the par:ic!e size to be

defiied according to user criteria. The initial size for a pafii-

c!e ~ maintained throughout the algorithm. The functional ‘E

theg applied to control the movement of the partic!~ in sevemf

ph~s.

‘\ ‘+’ ‘

P/“’..,\.”
\r— --—

~——

Figure 3.1: Det~i of a >le~h

\\_Mch Shows

HoIe Betmen

Elements

a Triangular

Quadrilacemf

. .
● Imually a boundary mesh of par; ic!ti is at: ached to eac.nhour.dary Of i..eh domh xxi in:t:icr

partic!es are placed as direc:ed by the user (see section 3.?!.

● The -wend pn~ee of the simulation dis; r]ourti the par;ic!es t}.:ougr-our the dor.. ain:0 Ee
.,

rrxshed. w~ingsimpie part ic!-to-par:ic!e and particl~to-boundwy repu~lve fore= ~~c?tic::iwj

in secnon 3.3.2. The slmulat Ion then runs urml an eqw.wmum (wilmn a use:-s;wz~~ rcier-
.... . . . .-.

ante) posirion ISreached. In cm-eswhe:e the mNiaI mpw is !monm to have goou gracat ion:e.g..
. . . . .

Pois.xm placemem (Gersrle et al. 1!397)). this s~ep may be omitted.

● For the thkd phase. each particle finds the best match k can for each arm end (see -sec:ion

3.3.3) and creatti a link. In a similar fashion to the nay aronlj form coIalenI ~~~< to fo=

a mokcule. each arm then has an attractive force based on the distance to its bocd par:zer

(see section 3.3.4). Each link “alsocreates a force to align each pm-tic!e as well as po~ioie nfih

the other particles to which the pzarticIe is linked (see section 3.3.4j. U%en the origiial input

is nor well ~graded.th~ phase k continued until the system is deemed to be in an approximate

state of force equilibrium.

● In the final phase. the algorithm locates the unlinked particle arm and determines the bfi-:

closure statti of the ‘holes- they belong to (see section 3.4). Thee holti are rhe~ coal~ctxi

or moved to the boundary to close the mesh.

The result is a closed. topologically %alid quadrilateral mesh containing approskmre!y ih~

distribution of elements specified by the user. Note that the final phtie of rhe algorirkn may resuh

in the addkion or remoml of a few elements on the bouudary - hm.tre improvements will work iO
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e~m.ina[e th~ aspect of the algorithm %-it interfer~ nith the need to maintain mesh compatibilii~

across shared domain boundaries.

3.2 Initial Particle Placement

-ASwi[h anv ~onfinearproblem. the c!ose: the ‘mirialguess is to the final ~luiion. the shorre:

the time to convergence. In this research. there are alw multiple sohttiom-. and we ha~.efound that

he:rer inirial conditions favor betrer Knkhed mesh-.

.% an e.sar@e, two meshti of a dog-bone shape are shown in figure 3.2. The top s&ti TW

c:eaied using an initially random placement. Ths tne:hod Simply plac~- a predeiiire+ nwsber oi

pariic!e- evenly spaced on the boundary and then scat:ers the remainder randomly :1~-oughour the

interior. h this c~s 235 particles were used to mfih the figure ~iih S1 of them on the boundary. Ee

bol:om figure is a comparable m=h c:eared using a placement technique callecj Pois-mn”sp!acezwx

mer~od b~~ on a !ocaI feature size. n-j-I~chk ca]culared using a boundaC.- inregml -=i~iio~ !Gt:::k

e! aL 19X). The Poisson.s placemenr mezhod c:eard a meA which was smoorhw a:owd the

corrie:s am! had a much better gradation of e!ernex size. .%-. due to bet:er initial cozdirior~

(distribution. size and orientation of If’Iepar:ic!esi. the Pokson.s mesh rook abou: a third of the

rime [o c!ose when compared to the time it took to C!O-Wthe mtih using the random placem.em

method. fn both figures there are clumps of partic!ti which represent are,as that did Pot run to

comp!ete equilibrkn or where a hole was driven to the boundary. Large hole- caused by coal~-cing

holti which do not complement each other well such as the one shown in figure 3.2!.b) alw occur.

Figure 3.3 shows the rmdting meshes for the same figures. Inspection of th=e meshes shows that the

large open areas produce the worst type of elements with acute included ang!es and a high number

of e!emems sharing a single node. Efforrs are underway to eliminate these two related problems.

.%rother placement method used consists of placing all of the interior parricks in a box

smalle: than the area to be meshed. Other methods have been considered includhrg partial results

of other mmhmg tools in the same manner as the Pois.wn placement method.

3.3 Functional Definition

The functional, @, is a set of reIations betn-een the particles and their environment whic!l

govern how the pa~icles behave. To define the functional the particle is first defined and then the

par:s of the functional@= ParticleRepulsion +-.4rm.*ratiion G --1~.4!iinmcnt - Dam@cg ii:?

s
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.

. .
— Par:ic!e

— Link

‘1 II

a) Completed F@re L-sing Random Placemem

/6%
Woi)
“w

b) Completed F@rre Using Poisson-s Placement

Figure 3.?: Comparison of Two Placement Methods on the Dog-Bone Shape C-sing
Dual Representation

9
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a) Completed Figure Using Random Placement

b) Comrieted Fkure L%in~Poisson-s Placement

F@re 3.3: Comparison of Two Placement Methods on the Dog-Bone Shape t-sing
hfesh Representation

10
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examined. Each part of the functional is described in a separate section. The complete functional is

SCR(A2+.LCR(*)2+‘partic’eR’puKOn-se=r
(Arm Attraction - see -wc:ion 3.3.-L)

(.Arm .Nignmect -se .w:ion 3.3.5.)

(3.1)

and viwous Damping is defined as

Damping = i{cm....l; -CD-.,-:} (Damping - see wtion 3.3.&)
,= 1

(3.2)

This functional repr-ents the r!i%emial equaiio~ of motion for the parric!e which the

program must -wi~e.The entire akjorirh.m in fat: can be thcughr of as Ampiy a way to mi~imize

the functional as a scalar representation oi the sate of the particic=. J-ore that t!le form of the

fictional is a fairly simple one which r= chosen for proof of concept and development. For irxance

the repulske potential is set as a basic inverse pon-er relation but a Lennard-Jocti potential could

be easily used in it-s place (Fosdick et al. 1!?!?6:Bossen 1996)- The fact that the algorithm-s driving

differential equation is simple to change and is loosely coupled to the system which insures mesh

closure makes the algorithm quite rob~~t. We mill also examine how the particle moves in rtiponse

to the functional. and what this means in term of reproduc~oilty of the algorithm..

3.3.1. Particle Description

~gure 3.4 shom~ the b~ic partic!ewed .inthe simulation as a dual representation of a

quadrilateral element. A particle consists of a location (C,(z- y)), size (1,). and orientation (0) along

with dyrmrnic information LCed in the simulation.

For each particle we define file positions. C~ for the center and four Akn for the ends of each

particle arm. Ths allows us to define each arm as a vector n-hich nill be useful in the functional.

Since the rigid panic!e ~ potentially rotating, we do not actually store all of thfi-e posiriorrs but

instead store position Ck and angle Odefining the particie.s rotation from the horizontal.

c is the relatil-e angle from arm number one to the arm for which”we need information.

~-ore that the particle arms are fked ar a 90° relationship to each other. . so tlmt 7.0storage of This

.

.
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information is required. Because links can be formed at any angle. it was found that al!oxing a

degree of freedom in # added complexity and instability to the solution

Figure 3.4: Graphic Representation of a Parti-

cle (Dual with Quadrilateral Element)

Tk size of a pa=ic!e is deiined

~ the distance .C~.4<~ wire:e a!! arms

mill have the sar.e !e~~5 r-k i.:orma-... .. . ... ,-.

tion is enough to ai!ox- the rapid deter-

mination of all the required wc:G:: at a

given point in time but doti cot rvquire

computing all of rhem eveg tfie C... 8.

or the size c!mnges.

The dual nature of our pariicle

~irh the e~.-ennxd ekzenr xiich xiii r~

p!ace it k a!so shomt in ~~~re 3A. -11-

though n-e have I-%x-na reyj!a: q-:a&i-

— Partic!e — Link — W-&?

,,.
al Dual Rem&entation b)

result in .wme elements ~-hich are severely distorted. In order to limit thii as much L<pos+oIe. the

tool tries to maintain nodes that are shared by only four e!ements. Vlile not a panacea. thk does

he!p ro keep the number of vertices -with small included angles to a minimum. N-h qualky could

also be improved by addhxg another term to the firnctional. using a simulated amedimg (Fodick

et al. 1996) approach to get a better initial set of links and improwcl link finding me:hods. Ia fact.

almost any quality memtre can be incorporated into the algorithm at an early stage if it can be well

defiwsd iu terms of particl~t-particle and particl~to-boundary interaction.

—---- .——.-—- .—-

Figure 3.5: Relationship of Dual Representation and Mesh
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Finite Element Meshing Approached as a Global Minimization Process

3.3.2 Repulsive Potential

Each partic!e sees potential

from all of the other particles and

boundaries in line of sight (LOS). In

figure 3.6 partic!e ‘r (C,) has a

direc: line of sight to partic!es ‘h-

(cA). ‘j- (Cj). ‘k= (C~). and ‘1-

(C1;. The line from the center of

parzic!e ‘I_ to panicies ‘o- (CO).and

‘p- (Cp) are blocked by inte:.wting

with boundary segment ‘.%- (B-A).

For each of [he directly --n parti-

c!*- par:ic!e ‘r nill hm-e a func-

()

2
tional conrriburion of CR * .

. ,.

\

/)“--”~.~,
c:

\
=-,

/

‘+& 17’
c. i..\7/c.

\

F@re 3.6:Particle Repulsive Potential

where CR is rhe repulsi~”econsranr deiined by the user. C:C=, is the &rance Ix:x-twn cenre:s of

par:ic!es 11is the nominal size of the piwic!e ‘r. Since n-e want to lwep track of the forces rat he:

than the fwrcrional. n-e actually use rhe first deri~arive with r~pec: to position of all the Finc:ional

forxnrl.as in the program. This requires Ies computation because it removm rhe ex?onen:ial wm.

A good deal of wor!i m-asdone to balance the repulsive coeficiems (CR) ni;h t!le a{tiac:k.-e (C.4 and

CRO,) terms in order to have a stable simulation. The simulation is very stable a~er the links are

formed and the forces are mostly in balance. but in the initial siag~ a bad combination of particle

placements and constants can ewily send a particle completely out of the domain. The system does

not contain any functional contribution designed specifically to handle this. The profiern of pafiic!m

leaving the simulation domain k dealt mith by adapting the times~ep to a small enough size ro allow

the particle to remain inside the domain m-bilethe functional acts to counteract the excess ve!ocity.

Particle ‘F mill ako see a contribution from boundary segmenr ‘A- since a line perpezdicuktr

to it will not cross any other boundary segments. On the other hand. no contribution is .-n

Gom boundary segment ‘B= (~E), since a perpendicular line to this segment does not intersect

()

~
the .se=ment itseIf. .Again, the functional contribution is of the form. CR ~ . where all

,C,3.Y.
~ariables are the same as discussed before except that the d~tance ~C:Bx ! is defined as the shofiest

(perpendicular) distance to the boundary segment ‘X-.

N-otethat at each timestep each particle must check n -1 other particles. either to r!erennine

the functional contribution or to determine that no functional contribution is required due to :he LOS

rules. If well implemented- this can be broughr from 0(n2) to 0( -) (see section 5.1). Thii small

13
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improvement still leaves determining ,the repulsh-e potential as the main pe:~ormacce bot:!ewck.

Several p~ib]~ .wlutiom are discussed in section 5. none of which have yet b~n impie~.e==d.

3.3.3 Link Creation

Each link of m-o arms is reprmenrarive of the fat: that in a finished 2!3 r-h each edge is

shared by exactly two e!ements. If an e!e.mem edge lies on die domain boundary thar edge k linked

to the geometric boundary rather than another e!ement”s arm.

3“ G71Dmkl
,.

Ad

p*

i-ted-) . . .
.- -. 44

TaI-&Rnida

‘ $*

.<4

Tsw.411B

Figure 3.~ Capture Zone for a Particle Arm

at -whicha link ~ill be made in terns of a multiple of the particle size. Too small a d~ta=ce will

result in no links at all being formed. and too large a distance will resulr in e-ma computation time.

Links cannot be formed if the two ends are not within LOS u described in -sec:ion3.3.’2.

In contrast to a molecular dynamics (ND) simulation in which all mo!em!fi fee! aligmnent

forces from all other molecuks, (Brooks et al. 19S3) each particle arm in the simulation feels

alignment forces from only the one particle arm to which it is linked. This merhod is used in

simulated annealing where the randomness of the molecuks movement is slowiy reduced Ieavkrg all

of the molecules c!osely aIi=med with its neighboring molecuks (Bos.sen 1996). Some thought hti

been gi~en to using a generalized method until the particle links are found in orc?erto ha~-ebetter

ali=~ed particles. resulting in more suitable links being made.

For the 2D c=e the &sting method fhnctions quite well. The 3D version may require

a more sophisticated solution. Several refinements have been suggested to improve the Kay that

links are selected between multiple candidate in the search area or ‘Capture Zone.= The current

implementation takes the best dot product match between particle arms on the workktg am! target

particles, [min(C~ . ~)] with the target particle simply being the C!OSESpariic!e kt the

caprure zone. .% an alternati~e the best dot product match of all of the partic!e arm< in the capture

zone might be used. .Anothm alternative is to cwsign each target arm a weighr b.asd on a fuzzy

1-!
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Finite Element ?vleshin: Approached as a Global Minimization Process

eduation of the arm-s distance. deviation from the arm angle. and dot product march (RH HI%).

3.3.4 .Attractive Potential

Eac5 panic!e has up to four finks (one per arm). These links can be attached ekher m other

particle-s arms or to a boundary as discussed in section 3.3.3. A particle I sirh arm k attacked to

arm j of pa.nic!e 1 nill see a func:iona] contribution of C.~~.-l,~.-lj{:2(see figure 3.Sj. Since ii? force

must act tArough the center of the particle. an additional rotational contribution to the fucc:iorml

is present ia the ali=~ent potential m dkcus.d in section 3.3.5. It is not possibie to maka a link

to a partic!e or boundary “that wou!d be out of iine of sight m the LOS rules WSWI“in.w:ioa 3.3.2

are implicitly accounted for.

3.3.5 Alignment Potential

In most cases. any two linked arms n-iii not be co-linear. The at:rac:i~-e force r%+ore

&ou!d Eo[ pa:~ ?hrou~h the ccnte: of rile par:ic!e. whic!l resu!rs in a Iorque i~C an ac~:l:oz~: .. .. .
. ‘orce

componem {o rotate the partic!~ imo alignment to malch thk ofise:. Tinis rnor.em is :ep:=sen:ed

by a funcrionai conrriburion in the form of c~.~ (--l,k.4,/ - C’,k.4f(~-1,)J for par:ic!e 1 a:= k a::aciwd

to par:ic!e j arm L The arms are fised ar a pe:pendicu!ar ang!e. so win- ~, .. ~~,-~ ~. @-> -.. k-: -

the compocem of rhe vector which is perpendicular to the line through the center of the panic!e.

c:eating a pure torque to apply TOthe particle. Again these forces are only applied a!ong e.<<iing

linls (-~ section 3.3.3).

F@re 3.s shows two parri-

c!ti which share a linli and the resul-

tant force and moment which must

be applied to the centers of the par-

tic!es.

.-h each particle has four links

and each lid! is shared with essactly

one other particle, we have 4rz/2 cal-

culations to perform in finding both

the attractive and ali=~ment poten-

tials. This is small by comparison to

Connection(%W)

7

Forcefrom 1
ANmcfivePolcnM

Figure 3.8: Attractive Forces Due to a Link

the work required for the repulsive potential.
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3.3.6 %-iscous Damping

Finally each particle has a damping force based on its translational ve!ocity (J;) and its

rotational ve!ocity (-.t). This force is in direct opposition to the direction of mo~-emem. .Apar:ic!e 1

wouid see a functional contribution of C~,,_ ~; +CD-,, -.,. This reduces the amount of free vibration

in t!le s~si~m and he!ps to insu:e that the sys:e.m n-d reacn an approximate equ:uoriwn s;a:e.
.. . ....

3.3.7 Particle Itlovement Based on the Potential

.Wie: collecting the fores and torquti due to each of the p.ms of the potential the a!gm%!:m

dezerrnines a new location. ~e!ocity and acce!emrion fm ex!! particle in borh transitional and

roratjonal hames. -%fairly srasdard first-order rne~hod !mown as the Eu!e: merhod is used fur

fom-ard tine integration (Fosdick et al. l~%i. TrarAationaI and rotational ~e!ocity ;ole:a=cti for

the simu!mion allo~. the algorirhm to dererm.ice n-ken k has reached equilibrium. (Thee tii~g~:

points are set to control the ar.ounr of exyn+on or o:he: ac:ivity.) The use of Iicire. ncn-ze:o

~a!ues for the-e tolerances provide the abgorithm n-irh re:~wnab!e con~-e:gencec:he:ia. al]oa-~:z i: :0

ignore undamped high frequency vibrations that couia prevent convergence of :he sy-se.m.

By moving par:icles in thk manner. the algorithm is reproducible but non-re*.-e&!e. T!rk

meam that if a probIem occurs. it can be exactly reproducd and corrected. It al.swallox-s the :Tsie~

to be stopped and restarted rhh no loss of generality a- long as the complete states of Imth par:ic!es

and the mtih controller are maintained. The numerical nmure of the rdgorithrn results in potemial

differences in the meshes obtained on difierent hardxare p!atform= - the creation of diie:ent links

during the proc= coufd result in convergence to a difierent final mesh. This efiect h= cot been

ob~e~&.

3.4 Connectivity Refinement

After the link finding phase and when the system h= reached a new approsimare equilibrium.

either the mesh will be complere. or more Iikeiy. there mill be unlinked arm ends. These unlinked

arms represent ‘holes- in the mesh. Holes are dealt with as orderd loops of parriclti surrounding

one or more open arm ends (see fi=gure3.9). The-e loops are manipulated to reduce the number

of loops and~or the number of open arm ends in each loop. At the end of th~ iterati~-e process. a

closed mesh results.

.

,

I
,/
~
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Finite Element ?vfeshin: Approached as a Global Minimization Process

3.4.1 Determining Location of HoIes

Several types of loops or holes exist. .A ‘closed- loop is a completed loop mirh no uniirhd

arm ends. .+ !oop nitir only a sing!e unlinked arm is a ‘sing!e.lrm- loop. .1 loop nirh ~o uziinked

arms on a sirg!e pa~ic!e (of the loop) is a ‘double.lrm- loop. Similarly. a ‘triple.kn- lc~p has

[L-= unlinked arm ends on a single pariicle bounding that loop. Any loop that conrair< usikked

a.~~ on m-o or more particles is defined as a ‘compound- loop. F@re 3.’3illustrarm each of thee

types of loops. Ths I@re also ‘Wrstrat~ the ~alue of the debug-gin: tool used in die program.

.-U par~ic!es which are not complere!y linked are rendered in a sepnrate user-specified color azd the

srare of the simulation can be re~.de:ed as often as needed durir.g ewcurion.

— Fully Linked Particle — Link — Partially Link* Paxic!e

.~

../’
x

-. .,
‘/”- ,, #--./-. -..

-- ,.-—’ ‘.
. \

.,
...

.. .’ /...\: ‘),.... ,.../
‘. .’

/
,,:: . . . ...< “’-.;=-,,,,>,,, ;’:””’’’’......~’

, ..
a) Clo-sedLoop b) Single.lrm Loop c) Double-l:= Lcq

,A ‘,
/--+ <

1

d) TripleArm Loop e) Compound Loop f) Compound Loop

Figure 3.9: Loop Types

The program first searches through all the particles. putting unlinked arm ends on a lki.

Etch of these arm ends is then used ,asa starting point to create a loop. As arm ends g:t acid+ ro ~]

loop they are rwuowd from the origiual list. All unclosed 100PShave been fouuc.1KIWI tile o:igin;li

.
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!isr of unlinked arm ends is empry. The current Iiit of unc!osed loops in the nwsh is maintained for

execution e.fiiciency.

3.4.2 Determining ~lovement of Holes to close the filesh

, .,\ ~./’ / ..’-. .. -. \ .—
/,.

/. .“/ ‘/’ ..’”’”’’~-)‘-”w \‘.
:.. \ - -] ‘-...7’..,++. -’ -.Y \:...=..\ ..‘._ ‘.. _

.. .

.%re: finding all the ucc!csed loops

the program begins the process of dealing

wirh these holes. The goal is to remove

them ail. resulting in a c!o-A. ropologi-

tally ~alid mesh of quadrilateral elements.

Tce loops are moved through :he mesh to

force r~e.m to either coalesce xi:h orhm

loops or to ‘squeeze- them ou: of the

Figure 3.10: Reduction of a Compound Loop bmx!.q---

to a DoubleArm Loop
. .

Loops are often in a s:a:e which

can be rduced in complexity direc: Iy. ThE is refer:ed to .W ‘reciuchg- the ]OOFSto ike minimum

~iate possible. F@rre 3.10 shows a typical case which do- not c!ose the loop but do= reduce

k: complexity. The dashed line indicates the new link n-ilich is a&kci w c!lw:ge the loop from a

compound loop to a double arm loop. The ~:~ie~ k restrained to c:eate only did cormec:il-ities in

that no crossed finks are allowch no two parric!es may share more than one link. and no pnrtic!e

may have links to itself. By restraining the poss~ole links to the adjacem !lee arms in the loop we

i~~we that the loop is nel-er split inro two loops. Tiik reducrion fa~-orslinks that will c:eare a node

shared by four e!emems over one shared by three or i%e elements. which are favored o~-ertile--

which would be shared by si~ or more e!emenrs. Ths helps to improl-e the quafiry of the completed

mesh.

r
— Fully Linked Particle — Link — Partially Lin!!ed ParticIe

‘x” >.:;:... ... ..... .:-.’...,”. . .--” : .,. ., -., k..~~..: :<2;::
... ;.. ..

. ‘. ,x,

‘4-.:/
a) TN-OSingle--rm Loops Itlich Close

UDon Coalescence
b) Two Sing!eArm Loops \\Wlch Form a

Double .Lrm LooD

Figure 3.11: Two Possible Outcomes From Combining Two Single.%rm Loops
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Finite Element Meshing Approached as a Global Minimization Process

\\len two loops coalesce. they will either forma single loop of different complexity. or if they

are complementary. they will result in a c!osed loop. For instance. two sing!e=arm loops ccxkcing

n-ill either form a txo arm compound loop. or they will c!ose completely ts shoam in ~~xe 3.11.

In all cases the overall complexity of the problem is always reduced during the process of loop

coalescence.

Holes moved ro the bouadary wiil either add or remove a par:icle to elimicare tie open arm

ends in that loop x shown in figwe 3.12. This “kunc!cskable not only becauss it can inie:fe:e wirh

— Fully Linked Particle — Link — Pafiially Lirrr< Par:ic!e

bf
R.’m””d?=.:.

~ —.. <
~.. .‘.1. . . ..

‘- —> ‘—””.
// .=-i” -.,,

-c s.- I-u, u,. .. ..

I
“..

- 0.— ~ —-

1 .---’ ----- ~
.. .. .. . ... ., .- .

-. - ~ -—
—— .—— ———— —— —. —. —--- -———-
a) .+ f-oop llovh: out of the Bound~c.- b) -1 Loop Moving out of the 13w&:y

U%ich .%.ik a Parric!e lVhic!l De!er~ a Pm:ic!e

~l~ure 3.1~: Two Possible Outcomes From }lo~.in~ a Hole to the Bound-

the rcquimmtmt of nodal conrinuiry across shared boundaries ~-irh meshes on borh S& but also

because the total number of pa~icles on the boundary is a user input \alue rhic!! the ~.=e.m trim

to maintain as closely as possib!e. Hence. the preference is to coal~ce loops rather r!mn move them

to a boundary. On the other hand. the abiiiry to add or remove at le=t one partic!e from the edge

is critical in prol-ing the mesh can al~ays be closed (Mitche!l 1996). In the future. the mecl for

particle addirion/remolal n-ill be reduced to only the Ieve! required to keep the algorithm promble.

1.

‘1-.

3.

-1.

In order to se!ect a pair of loops to coalesce. priority is gi~-ento the following i[ems in order.

Loops which share a common link are favored over those at a distance.

Loops which share a common partic!e are favored over those at a distance.

Loops of opposite type are preferred (loops n-irh free arms on particles on the boundary prefer

loops ~-ith all free arms on interior particles.)

Closer loops are preferred to more disrant ones (in terms of d~tance betx-een georne~riccerxers.)

Figure 3.13 shows a pair of loops n-hich share a link. The two Ioops”share a common link. so

that link is opened and theu the reduction routina dkcu~~ed pre~io@ act to closa the loop. The

1’3
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dashed link will be removed creating a sing!e larger loop. The new loop is then rechced giving the

result shown. The system again runs to an approtirnare equilibrium before finding &norber pair of

loops to combine.

. .

\

./
0 ‘\ + :.... \../’ .=‘. .

<~/ .\
: ~ & ....

,/H ‘/ -/
—. i“~
b] Resulting Loop Re&.rcec

rl~ure 3.14550’J5 [%0 100pS ‘

., “ : Thewlucn share a conmoa par:c.e.

loops share only a co=.on pa~ic!e.

so the pro=~am.Erst ope= a I.M in

one loop which niil force ir to share

a M with the orhez loop. Tae iin~

on the shared pafiic!e wiic!t is rnosr

.u-&:0 r~e vec:or bewemc!ose!y ah=..

Figure 3.13: Joining of Two Loops Sharing an Edge t!le cenre:s of the mm 100Z5k se

lec:ed for removal. The dashed link has been se!ec:ed for re~owd. .$%: rcc:m-izg i% s&x:< link

the m-o loops are no~- in the shred link condition anti are imxi!ed accordingly.

/’ \

‘— —–—1
... .., ~/

‘j ,~ \ )(
/

... /\/ “i ...-.. .
L

Figure 3.14: Jo~ning of TWO

Loops Sharing a ParticIe

In the c~e oi a pair that doti no: si.xe a ccmn:on

particle. one loop is rohi to ‘open- itself to r:e o:he: loop.

T!is is done by finding the lia~ which is trios: c!ose!y in the

direction of the target !cop and opening that Iidc Tin-e sreps

are repeated umii the two loops share a lin!k.and then merging

is handled ~ described above (-w figure3.1.5.) It is irnpo~anr

in thii case that the loop n-hich is opening ir.=lf do~- nor come

to share a link with a loop other than the one it k merging nirh.

The loop which is opening also must nor inre&cz a boundary

of the domain.

loops is always se!ecred, and a test is performed to

them.

To avoid these problems the C!O-S pair of

insure that there are no boundar% beexeen

3.5 Results

The vast majority of the work so far has been directed toward achie~.ing a compie:d mesh

on a cortAstent b,asis rather than mesh quality or performance.

Se~era] tar objects were ~~ to derernline the robustness of the code in c!osing meshes and

handling various topologies. The test domains were a circle. a crescent fi=~re. a cam. a dog-bone

figure to t=t IIOWthe system handles ligaments and an ofker washer to test a muitipiy-connected

81
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Finite Element Meshing Approached as a Global Minimization Process

Particle Shared Edge Shared

Loop Bein~ Reduced Final LCOD
,

Figure 3.15: Two N-on-.Adjacent Holes XIoving to Coa!esce

ropolo~.-. Closure was achieved in betw than W pe:cem of t!w %ure .*,- ‘ ‘-cd in riw la:-: version

of the code. -Allfailures were traced to a sin:le fault in a vendors code ra;he: than the a!gmirhm in

use here.

The circular and crescent figures are

dle casks to test and run in a relatively

short time period. JIost of the robustness

wsting was done ~~ing these two figures.

The circular figure TWMused with a set num-

ber of particles (45). and the seed for the

random number generator used to deter-

mine the “initiallocation of the particles was

~aried. -1 script was used to run and sa~-e

the results of 125 simulations in a way that

allowed reproduction of the results at at-y

time (see figure 3.16 and list B-1).

Only one of the simulations failed to

form a closed mesh. The problem in clos-

ing the mesh in this simulation was traced

to a problem in the vendor code used for

Figure 3.16: Examples of Closed Meshes on

Circular Figure Showing Dual Representa-

tion Only

geometric queries (.ICIS ). Discussions with the ve:ldor are under~-ay to solve thk problem. Several
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of the males have are= of low element de.nsi~;. corresponding to a large number of e!e.mem sharing

a sing!e node. This results in acute interioc an#&- at these locations. Jle~hock for e!mun.a.. ..a
. . .;.Imthee

types of prob[e.m during the early stages of the simulation are under deve!optnem.

~lgwe 3.17: Examples of Closed Meshes on Crescent FiWre

Showing Dual Representation Only-

r~e~r=mn[ figgre

was WS+aith a Esed numb-

er of edge pa~lc!ti. and

the nu.~.ber Ofiri:e:ior par-

ticles was Iaried (see &

ure 3.17). -~!l l.j of the

series I-;wU successfully c:e-

atd. a c!o-4 rtxsh. Larger

num.be:s of inter:or parli-

c!ti produced a r.ore evenly graded rncsh. which brings up the question of boa-to balacce tfie interior

and ex:~ti.ci parikk to produce as p:opwiy @& m~h. .Nthough a gocd cieai of ~-ork h~~ goce

into rhii probie~.. co .dution to this h,as yet ben found.

The cam and bone figure were used to ~+ ~wious input methods arxi !igxwn: %avior.

Fit-e versiocs of eac!t were run using t~.o with random input and three using a piace=ez: method

based on a Pok~n”s solution de~e!oped by Dr I\-alter Gersde at the Unive:&--- cf Xerr Mexico

(Gers;!e et al. 19!?7).Ths anon-s the size of the elemenrs to be wmied as a func:ion of the geometry.

reducing the iotal number of particles needed to produce a reasonable mesh. The compIeted Egurti

are shonm in fi=wr= 3.1S and 3.19.

SO difference in the percentage of simulations closed has been noted due to initial placemenr

metho&- as all of these simulations produced did meshes.

Tine offset masher (s& figure 3.20) W= run to demomtrate thar the system would hand!e

multipIy connected topologies. Fke versions Rzre run n-ith ~arious numbers of pa~ic!es and random

number .seetk. Three of the five closed immediatei}-, and the two which did not were tractxf to the

same ACIS problem whkh mm d~cussed in the results for the circular I@re.

Although a formaI proof of the algorittis abfiry to ciose an arbitrary figure is beyond the

scope of rhii paper. the algorithm appears to be a wwiant of the same C1OSSof problem< thar include

the Hamikonian Path and se~eral shortest path problems (Carrano 1995: Foster 1!394). AIthough

proof that the ‘best- solution of a Hamiltonian Path Problem is accomplished is W’ hard. proof

that a solution can be reached has been found (Carrano 1995). TKs means that we can expect the

aIgoriThm to produce closed meshes on a routine has-is. The most important remaining qu~ibn k

how to measure the quality of those meshes and improve them ~-hen required to meet the user-s
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Figure 3.1s: Example of Closed Mesh on Cam Figure %owin: Dual Representation
-.
Vnly.

rx?eds.

Continuation of [K= work which is planned or undem+- include

● Merhods to reduce the number and .wveriry of acute ang!es in the m~h.

● E.sre~~ion of the functional definition and connectivity re.fmemem method to 3 dime.m=ions

● C-w of the connectivity refinement method to increase rob~~tness of orher algorithms

● L-se of a combinatorial approach to find belier sets of links and reduce many of the rndt

qudi~y problems before they start.

k
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L_rilizesPoisson P!acen:ent Mez!lod

Figure 3.19: Example of Closed Mesh on Bone Figure Show-in: Dual Representation
Only.
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a) 100 Par:icIes at Start b) 105 Parricles at Starr c) 110 Par:ic!es at Starr

Figure 3.20: Examples of Closed Meshes on Ofket \Vasher Figure Showing Dual Rep-
resentation Only.
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Chapter 4

Meshing Infrastructure

Developing the rne~hods wed in this new a!gori:h.m prow+ to be a dif%lt task in r!w

origiinal Fortrw-z77em-ironmem. In order to sin@iF: rhe rfiearch and IO facilira:e fu:ure n:~-bin=Y

research. a new r.e+ing infr.as:ruc:zxe w,as created in the CoJIeT framework. CoMeT (the Conl-

puTational Mechanics Toolkit) k an objecr-orienred Iooikir under de~-e!opment at the University

of >-es- Mexico. ColleT is d~igzed to al!ow Ee.sibie n:odel speciilcarion and problem .wh-ing in

computational mec!zanics using multiple geometric repreenrarions and analysis routines. CoJleT .s

impie.~ezmcl ~=ing an object-oriented approac!z in C=+ and using the Scheme lamyuage as a ~~er

interface- CoMeTs architecture makti it a Ikible test-bed for the meshing tool. By wriring the

wzriou=parts of the program as separate routines and providing Scheme inrerfacti to the.rn rhe algo-

rithm WMe=ily prorotyped. Scheme is an interprewci kuyyage making it unnec~sary to compile

and link the emire program for each c!mnge. This ability results in maximum fletioility for the

aIgorirhm developer.

4.1 CobIeT Architecture Overview

Co31eTs architecture is abstracted into a set of Primary Components (PC) which is the base

unir of the top level of abstraction. Ths level of understanding is.useful both for understanding the

complex system and for creating a modular system with n-eil-defineci responsibilities. Figure 4.1

shon= the PC”Swed in CoJ1eT. -$ connection berween PC.S indicates that communication can occur

between those systems. Instructions are accessed from one of several sources by the Command.%me

PC. ThH allows commands to come from a user at the command line, the Graphic User Interface.

or a script file. (Scripts in Co31eT use the Scheme km=gtageand extensions.) These commands are

the:l roured to the SCwio7zPC. which in turn roures the command to the curre:lt Job. .% any given
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time. only one cur:ent .Ioh can e..ist in any given U.W.-ion. A user may have sm-eml Jobs defined

in the Session. and other users may have their own jobs which use the same mode!.

““”;--’’+EE!E9
! I 0=.-a-a sz.s

I

XL%

Figure 4.1: Architecture of Comet

The DataBcseSe~er PC pr-

vides accms to and modification of

model daia. M@e Jobs can ac-

ce5s/modify Ihii data sixnu!taneously

and the Datc20seSe.-..er niil provide

the necesary rrarsacrion manag+

ment to prevex coni?ic*Aand dam

corruption. All sk~.=e.ms in COWI

usw the Dc:c%eStr:er PC to in-

teract Wirh the code! as wel Tlis

m.ninrair< ~odel k:egiy.- x a!] ti.~.~.

T% ‘.-!zcfy:s Maxcger pm-

~-ides con::ol over analysk rw~ by

al!on-ing the user to speciij- the na-

ture. number. ad mn location ai

an analysis. by al!oaing Ihe te:.mi-

narion of a gi~-enanalysis and by alloning status queriti and steering of an analysis in progr~-s.

F;nalIy the Anafysis PC is unique in CoMeT in that it is not an in:egzd pa= of the program

but can use any new or existing solver. This solver can be run on any local or re=ote machine as

long as a defined m-sage path to and from the Analysis .Vanager e.sim. Ths al!on= nex- -wlvers

to be added as required without changing the user interface. ThE ability is pa~icularly weiul for

projects which may need more than one type of analysis on the same model. The .soh-eralw runs

as a separate process which does not prevent the user from working on a model while the anal@s

is in progress.

In order to facilitate addition of new components. the model is represented as a D~ected

Acyclic Graph (DAG), and connection are made only if they are valid in that DAG (Parnhaki et al.

1997).Thisa[lo~-s addition of nen- components by simply adding them to the D.*G. >-o change

“Smade to the e.sisting components to which the new component will link makiug maintenance.

enhancement and addition much more streamlined. Since all objects of the model are accessed only

by D.IG nodes. we also have an implicit count of the number of references to objecrs. sirnpiifyhg

memory management.
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These features are all dwigmd to allow COWT to act as a central manage: for multiple

leve!s of paralle!iirn. An analyst can have paralle!iim in meshes by creating witious Jobs or Shz~es

nirhin a session only one of these Jobs can be active in each session at a given time. Analyis can

be done on the same mode! by multiple analysrs on difie:ent machines. each using their own Job

and communicating ~ith the geerneq.- ti.ng the Datai?tie %-cer. .-l single user can run tnuh iple

ana!yses on remote machks using the .-lnd+is Manager. Tine syszern is alw designed to be Eexible

enough to allow the addition of unforeseen~un.a~pecwd u.= in the computational mechanics area.

4.2 De~i=q of the ~leshing Subsystem

The Meshing Subsystem is a part of the Job PC. Tiiis subsystem al!on-s the specification

of a single geometry with multiple me-hfi- (one per Stage.) The Meshing Subsystem was designed

~irh the goal of facilkating incremental and imerac:ive meshing as we!l as auioma!d rne-hkg This

tzeans that t!e!ering or modifyiig the n:e-h of one space (my a face) shou!d nor a%: the ma-h

of a subspace (in this case an edge} eves t!rough they may use the same”nod= ad dg=. In

other c.wes. the analysis program being uA ma:: require that t!le mesh for each face of a -did be

completely -~parare rather than sharing edges and nodes at the inrerface bem-een rhe.m. In addition.

the sysrem may hare incomplete ~iai- at any gi~en time since sewrid opwatimns may be required

to complete a mesh. .A a result. the Meshing Subsystem WE designed iMa w: of clas-w wirh we!l-

de!ined interactions but no required states. Two methods were provided to anon- the programmer to

de~ermine the completerres of the mfih. and a .Uesh class n-w provided as a sing!e point of inquiry

for any routine wanting the entire mesh for a given Re@rtity (see figure 4.2).

-M the top of the Mesh %bsystem is the reference to the geometry itse!f which we call a

R@Entitg. Ths is linked to the MeshContainer and .VeshContmffer through the D.IG. Xl other

connections in the meshing system are made using direct pointers. Ths TW nemsary due to the

fact that the amount of additional memo~ required for D.AGnodes can be prohibitive n-hen meshes

are on the order of 106 elements. In addition, the sxtra time requird to handle that many small

components can alw be prohibitive. Finally, the bait relationships between mmh elements is fixed

except for the number of elements required.

The MeshContmller(s) are uss to tell the system how to go about m-hing a particular

geometry. ThM may be a poinrer to a te.rtwlate. ins:ructio~~ for a particular tool. or simply a list of

tools to apply in a particular order to create the nwsh. MeshControUers anti MeshContainers are

attached using D.IG X-odes in order to allow them to be included by the model and referenced in a

normal manner by the geometry ~~~i~m. This afso ailmw the .UdzContainer “to be a c!ean entrance

point to the mesh structure without the act of crearing nen- data interfering with the model.
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- .VeshCorrtairrers are used to keep track of the objet= which make up the mesh ir4f. A

container attached to a RejEdge for instance would ha~-eonly .UeshEdges and Mti~h.l-odes. A liit

of pointers is maintained which keeps track of the mesh entities involved. and &xm a rrd entity

is c!e!eted. it inforrrrs its container that it should be removed from that liit. Dere:.nirtation of what

ire.ms should be included in a particular container is leil to tfie took. Thk allox-s &.Ferent trtih

s;ormg.eb~ed on the requirements of the Analysis took. Two dli7erest typ= of .LF’I(-bplicrttion

p:onammer ~Ie:face} func:ion~ are being det-e~oped to check for ~~h didiry One niil expec:

duplicate item at boundaries of faces. edg=, and volumes while :!w other will expw: sba:d entkies.

Tti wiil satisfy most of the analysis program e..pectations in the workplace to(iay.

EE!
1’ 1-

‘< “--l

Figure 4.2: Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) of the
Each of the MeshEntities is

Mesh Subsystem derived from the TodDataCser

Class. Tk de~e!oper can

derive any required data structure from the ToolData CIZSSand attach as many as required to a

.VeshEntity to maintain the data for the MeshTooL Ths lack Ofdata and thek Sng!eton structure

is why hIeshTooLs are not represented as a part of the ERD. They are not located in a specific

re!arionship but instead are amilable to all routines at any tirce.

4.3 Details of C1ass Interactions in the Mesh Subsystem

Mesh lkfumes are represented by a list of AIeshCoFaces. The use of CoFcces gives an ori-

entation for e.~chof the faces so that any gi~errface may be uced in more than one ~olume. For

ir~tance. if the sense in the MeshCoFaces is ‘fomard” then the right hnnd rule norrnd from the
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normal representation of the face points into the volume. If the .~r=e ‘S ‘reverse-. then the normal

poinrs out from the volume. Mesh Ibhnnes (and all Mesh.htities txcept the se.nss entities .VeshCo-

Face and MeshCoEdge) can only be constructed by p~sin: in the owning MeshContcirter. upon

de]eIion. the jfe$h~nti~ ~-iIInotifi any enti[i~ on irs inre:naI ]~;s and the Con:ainer which OWES

it of its des:r~c:ion. Ths irsures thar deletion of a .UeshEntity RY1lnot occur nirh a pointer to it

sriil in a MeshContainer or higher leve! entity. The volume is n-e!l defimd by the immrri cormd

of the faces. therefore no specific ordering of CoFac~- is required. Many prog~ams nxq- require a

specif-.c order for the amd@s tool. but there are many \-ariaiiors in current us-. Tse ~.=ie~ k

desigged so that the .VeshTool or the driver which writ= the mesh to an anal>~i 51es~ou!d handle

this ordering.

.VeshFcces contain a Iii; of the MeshCoFaces which reference them ard are c!eiin~~by a l~t

Gf MeshCoEd5es. .&i in Jfesh t .olurnes the use of CoEd~cs #v= a ~-a~ to use ac w;ge in r.ore rhm

one face wit hGur cfmnsjhg its inrerrml data s, rucrure. The face k deiitd a< ‘fmm-a:d- with the

~gm circling ir ~ a c!ock~ke dir~rioll. Thk nlak~ the nornlai tied in derer~.ining voiur.ti foi!ow

the :iandard ti,ghr hand rule. %rne took may n~d ro deike riw face in ot!re: ma?%to agree wi15 a

spec%c mml}=:kiool. Ii so. it will be the responsibifiry of the rool to keep tiack oi :~e me~hodology

since the currem method is the one in use by the \TEt majoriry of anid~sis -wi%-are.

.lIeskEJges contain a list of the .UeshCoEdges which reference them atxf a:e defined by an

ordered Iiit of Mesh.J-odes. ‘For-a-ard- sense is de.&wd as traversing the liit of .Uesh.Yodes in the

formrds direction. and ‘re\-erse- is defined x traversing rhe cock in the bac!m-arck direction. .%

interpretation of multiple nodes is highly program-dependent. no my e.=~is to e~aiuate a .VeshEdge

as a B-Spline or other muki-node representation. This funcrion should be implemented at the

analysis or d~play Ieve!s.

,Uesh.l-odes contain a list of the MeshEdges referencing them and a specific posi~ion. In

addlrion. Mesh.Sodes alw contain a pointer to the geometry if rhey are linked dkectly to a Rej..ntitg.

This allows a .Vesh.Vode to be set on a RefFace. RejEdge or Refi Zviez and move n-irh the geometry

during changes to the gmmecry or to the mesh.

4.4 API Interfaces to the Mesh Subsystem

Certain functions are repeated so frequently that API functions ha~-e been developed to

make tool de~-e!opmente(asierand to centralize changes in those routines. All these functions are a

part of the sing!eton ch-ss JJiSH-API.

The most common action taken is to link two irems k the mesh by adding the proper pointers
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to those objects. For instance n-hen a Mesh Volume adds a MeshCoFace to its lists. a corresponding .

pointer to the Mesh t:ofume is set in the MesACoFace data. In order to reiieve programmers of having

to remember all of the proper commands and to insure ct)t@ie~t data structures. an ove:!oa&d

function called link has been created for all the \alid connectior~ in the mesh.

The othez finc:ion which is currently implemented is get.lfesh.l-ode. which takti a l?e~efi~.

and returns the associated ,ifesh.Yode if it e.xisrs.

Other routinti which have been proposed rewrn a sing!e structure represemkg a emire

mesh for an object from all the .UeshContciners involved. and a query routine to te!l the user

n-helher or not the meh ‘k stored with redundant nod= and edges at the boundaries.

4.5 Scheme Interface to the Simulation TOO1

.+ direct Scheme interface to the meshing tool n-~- constructed to sitxpiify prorolypicg cew

algor~rhm<. Anv tool n-iii need such an interface although ~.o~i d nor be of tk COE@e.X@ Tke
.“

C“’J J-YS+-SGcla:i c=~ca&YeskTccl.rowines n-e:e in;plemenred in the singleton class -L..-

The algorithm has some parts which are Ccm:iant!y acti~-e. such .as the reyish-e forcti on

par:ic!m. Other parts are acti\-e only during specific pi~r:~ of the algorithm. such x the bond

loca:ing rourin- or the attractive forces. Still others. such m the connectivity reike:nent rou:im~.

are called independent of any other iterns which may be running. Orhers are called only once such

= the initialization routines which place particles and inkiafiie the m=h Corztcizer. It aas natural

to create member functions for each of these ire.ms to minimize programming and maiq[enance.

Some of these ire.ms are aln-aw active together, making the us.sr interface sfighrly diEe:em from the

inrwnal func:ions The user interface is implemented at as Ion-a level as practical in ort?er to keep

the fle.sibility of prototypittg scripts as high as poss~ole. To this end, the simulation ms split as

shommin tabIe 4.1

By subdividing the problem in th~ nay we have created a series of small actions ivhich cm

be strung together by a researcher to testwhatever method is being studied. These commands

are implemented in a dkect extemion of the Scheme programming kmguage gh-ing a researcher

complete fle.sibllity at the top level. In addition, fine control of how each of these functions bebaws

is controlled by a number of user inputs. These parameters are read from an environment tie when

crearing the .UeslzConfroUer.

As an example two slightly dliierent algorkhms are used to mesh a bone figure. In the

fhi approach a random placement scheme is used for initial placement. This placemem scheme

makes full use of the expansion cnpabllitiw of the repulAon ph~~e necessary. By conrras: the second

30
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Sci-ie.meinterface I External interface I Internal rourines used. I

full I createMesh I all 1
reet I resetSimulation I re5e&imularion !

expansion expandContinue reset~imulat ion
find-%tracti\-eForce ;
findRepulsh-eForce \
upda;e.\cce!VeiPos !

expandX expand find.lttracti\-eForces {
findRepulsiveForce ~
uodare.lccelVelPos I

findLinlis fintiLin.k finaPnrriclei.in!cs I

fiadLinl&i find-%tracti\-eForcti I
findPartic!eLmlis

findReuulsh-eForce

I I updat~Acce!Ve!Pos f
refinement I retine I re!itKonnec:il-itie5 i

refine I I
createMsh I creare~kh I c:eareXodes.hiEdqfi ;

endSimulation I erld5imuLlt;on I rerr:oveTD ,

Table 4.1: Segmentation of the Simulation Problem

cwhod mtihes riw same figure using Poisson”s placement and aswmm rhar only minimal snocthing

is required before the link finding pimse. .Ih bough t !:e two methods are cor<iierabiy di;wem. both

can be run on the same emcutable with predictable rtiulrs. Other ~ariariom~R-hich hs.-e beet tfied

~=ing th= method “includemo\.ing all loops in a given direction and removing links acd res:~~ing

tie: completion in an attempt to improve the condition of the mesh.

ThE subsystem and its interface will seine to make both development and uss of mesiing

teds much simpler and robust. Although many relationships and definition are left to the analysis

and meshing tool. th~ fle.sibility is needed in order to accommodate the large number of analysis

engines on the market today.

.
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Chapter 5

Performance Improvements

5.1 Algorithm Analysis

Finding the distance bemen particles to calculate the repulsive potential dominates the

computation. If we assume that we have n particles and m boundary segments. then each pmic!e

must check (n + m - 1) other item< every time repulsive forces are found. Th~ gives a total of

n(n ~ m -1) operations to find the repulske forces. If we take adwtntage of rile fact that the force

comribution on particle I due to particle j (F,, ) is equal to the opposite of dle force on particle j

due to particle I (F,j = -Fj,), we can cut this in htdf. If n-e aLw assume thak m << n (which is
rdn -1) ~tep5generally the c~e for any non. tril-ial m~h) thk gil-~- .

Since th~ functional contribution diminishes quickly (approximately as the inverse square

of the distance) as the interparticle dktance increzws. one method of oprimiiing the simulation

wouId be ro maintain Iiits of the particles trhich siguiiicanrly afTect the amount of force on a given

parric!e. .4r each timestep. only the items on these pro.simity liits wouId be used to find functional

contributions for a gil.en particle. The Iiits would be r+built from the .g!obaldm only when the

simulation had moved the pnrticks enough to c!mn.gethe particles that should be on the proximity
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Iks..

5.2 Comparison of Time Integration Algorithms

The Yer!er algorithm h,asseveral Imown adwnxages when compared to the Eu!er method in

c!o.sd-form. uzdamped sys;e.ms (Fosdick et al. 1996).

The Euler method is a first order approsimarion whit!! uses the previous si~te of ike sysen

axi the current forcm to get a direct approximation of the next stare. By cofiir~=i. tke Ve:k

rce:hod uses the previous [To states of the program and a quadratic equation is USA io EZC the

projection of the nest state- .&i a result the l-erlet method is more accurate for any cume which k

nor a ~i:aight line. Tak accu:acy is valuable in a ~~sie.m which is trying ro reach a sin:!e .~Itiiion.

but ho~- useful k it k a ~sie~ which k simply trying 10 reach one of man,- po~~ible ar=x-er~~

This -~.iion examin~ the useitiness of the Yerlet method in this opem-fo:m. damped sy::e~

to determine if its we k jw:ii%d. The ttii program is a Fort:an ~-ersionof :!le +clulai~on 3@k&.

Ivork on [his ve:skm of the piograrnW=Stof)pd ~-henthe &\-e!Opmes:es~i:onn:~n:X.Wmc..-&

ic:o the CoMeT system and the language m-w-mow-d to C-+. T!~is ob-wlere \-e:: ion of rke program

is s:able aud has no unknown problems To determine if use of the Ve:!e: aigoti.rhm nil] i.mp:o\-e

pw~orrnance times. TX-Ocopie- of the program were ser up. One program uses the Ve:!er method

[O u?cke the S>siem at each timesrep. and the other uses the Euler merhod. TO irrsxe a wJid

cornpariwn. identical input wiMud for both programs. The test figure u.4 has a circu!a: g~mer.~

-~ed ~ith 43 partic!es (-~ figure 5.1).

The program n-as limited to the expansion and link-finding phases io

shorten the time required for these tes:s. Se\-eral \~riations were run ~irh

\aried amounts of damping. The results trend toxard the YerIet version

requiriig more iterations with decre~ed damping. A marked difference in

the quality of the m-o outputs nith the same damping factor is evident. .%

a r~uh. The damping factor was adjusted to provide comparable output for

these plots nirh all other factors remaining the same (see figure 5.2).
lar Test F@re.
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- P!ots of the maximum system velocities are

irx!uded (see li=~re- 5.3 and 5.4). Also included

is a representative plot of the dIEerence in transla-

tional and rotational positions for a randomly .*

Iec;ed particIe (see figure 5.5). The Euler method

go= through its first transition at tim=tep 10S1

and e.sirs at step 1S44. The Verler method transi-

F@re 5.2: Ending State of Euler and

Verlet Simulations

tioned at step 454 and exited at =iep 13X. Th~ ~ a savi~g~ of z~~ in the number of ite:aiioki

required. Ths ako translates to a time savings of 15Ycdmpire the increass compurarion in each

ireiation. Ths difference is due to the decrease in ~-ibration in the sysre.m when using the \-er!et

me~hod.

Despite the lack of a prede:erm;-...A ~ol~ib~. h Aia shows thar the Vedez me~hod n-ill

execure slightly fm-rer and produce comptmble rdrs to the Euler rnechod.

5.3 Parallel Execution

Tine number of parric!~%~e!e.~.errrscan becotne very Ia:<e (many modem m=hm number in

tile mil]iom of e!e.mems) making the algori:hm.s performance highly imporiant. Tine compumtion

wiric!l talm the most time in each step k finding repulsive forces. .% dkc~=sed in the -sec:ion 5.1.

tlis has 0(-) comple.sity which is 0(n2) in the upper limit.

Ths is a common result in mokmdar dynamics simulariorrs which uss a m~hdy force

(Kirkpatrick et al. 19S3). Usually. th~ is broken down by uriiihrg an e!%ctive force (Brooks et al.

19s3). T&i force k defined b~-using only The parri& withina $wr radius rather than all partic!es

in the fi=are. As long = the distance is large enough. the force from the remaining parric!es can be

considered to be zero due to the inverse power form of the potenrial. By maintaining a list of particles

c!o~eenough to contribute the bulk of the repukke force on a given particle and only ch-~ng the

forces associated with the particlti on that M ~? can change the order of the algorithm to O(nb)

where b ~ the number of particles on the list. T& a~o allows us to segmezt the work by usi=ting

; particks to p procesws. Some work is duplicated as no use is made of the fact that (Kj = -FJt ).

Ths eliminates all communication afrer start-up decreasing the o~-erallexecution time. This wmmes

that the particles ‘willnot move far in a single tim+step which is true for the currem aIgorithm.

The simtdation is dynamic which means these Iiits of local particles will not remain static.

Building the lists at each timestep n-ould involve as much work as simply determining ti:e forcc~.

and the simulation does not chauge rapidly due to srability considerations ll-C CaIlsimply rebuild

3-1
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th& lisTsat .*I imer.als. which s.hou!d be as large as possible. By determining when to rebuik! the

Es: based on the cur:eat maximum translational ve!ocity in the system. we can make tbii p:ocfi-s

adaptive and do less work when the system reaches equilibrium than n-hen large chazg- a:e tahsj

place.

Implementation of the algorithm in parallel should be done with caution. Since the system.

is now implernemd in the CoMeT fiarnewor~ and the ot-erhead for a paraile! program can be !@.

the best methods wou!ti cieate separare process= only when they are actually requiwi. .lr the sa.~.e

time. start-up co~i~are high enough that the proc=s~ should not hare to be srartd at each loop in

the pro~am. but shou!d endure until the meshhrg algorithm is complete. TWOb~=ic rnethock have
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Byuriiizing tecltniqufi from several dkcipkm ml usizg a g;oba!~: c!eEc< ~:x::onai a

new qum!ti!.~ce:al tx~-hing algorirhm W.Udeve!ope& Thka!gmirhm h,as the poren:ial TObe :ot~!!y

atxornared. and to produce meshes which relt]:e xei! ro the topoio-gy. Bawd on a 2D pa:::c!e m.G&>!.

c d topologlcally cormc: ar:acar.er.:s ia o: he:~he a]aorirh~l aI!ox-s the e!ernents to mo~-eand to ~.~.

elements. Firml c!csure of the mesh is accompliiimd by modify@ the connec:iom in a :o?ologicaily

wdid xay. This mezhod can be extended ro t!me dimensional hexai:edral m&lin~ bv &ce:miciz~ :!x. .

basic techniquti for handling shells n-it!l open ar.m~m-we have hand!ed loops in rhe ISO di~er~iona!

case. Robustness testing has shown a c!osure rare in agreement with the expec:ed rmuh f:om

them-y of 100%. The methods USA for creating and rwwranging Iin.b ~~ing the loop c!ara srruct ure

to represent holes silo-m great promise for soh-ing the fen- mm-h quality measttrti re.maizing.

To facifirate this research. a new em-ironmem for mes!ling algori~ixn de’.-e!oprnenrhx keen

fiiabl~hed wirhln the CoMeT framework By gi~ing the deve!oper access to atomic operatiom ai

a command-line le~-e!via a scheme interface. any given algorithm can be rapidly protoryped and

t=:ed. ThE includes using part of another meshing tool to perfor,m some of the n-or~ ~iihour having

to r~implement the capability. The subsystem and its interface will serce to make both de~-e!opment

and use of meshing tools much simpIer and robust.

6.1 Future Direction

The research still has questions to resolve and n-bile nen- challenges will undoubrab!e a::ive

n-irh alarming re~nlarity. these problems and improvements are lmown at this point.

10’0
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6.1.1 Interfaces

Thex:ipts inscheme arecurrently cutomd=igned foreach figure to bemtihd. T??isRm-

a simple may to t~c a number of methods. Xow that the algorirhm has stabilized and t!re SC:!YSall

us die same methods. a sing!e command shouid be set up to do all of the meshing. Thii com..rxmd

twe! not :h-e the u-e? the full visudiiation used in the deve!opmem scripts. but can si=.piy rewrn

the completd tnesh=-. The main obstac!e to be ovezcome is to mini:nize the exyw<ion phzse ~=e

n-hen the input me:hod produces n-e!ldisriburecf ses of parric!es. This is a minimal probie~. and

can be handled by a third input parame~er or by simply Iec;ing the system run the expz~ion phase.

A well distr~ourei set of partic!es should e.tit from the expansion pha-ss quicMy. -Mte:nariveiy. the

exparsion p!:assecould be eliminated any time pa~ial ridrs from another tool are US& .= ‘kput.

&~.2 .~-e~}”Capabilities

Cur:en: user input is implemented .as a conmol fi!e. Many items may be Ieh em.pry :0 use. .
-,

~..5i&M C! CLIC!75. ~dveral ite.T.5 are rc=.u~:ed SUC5 ~s the par:iciepii]ce.ment me~hod and num.ke: Of

pa~ic!es to be placed. The system should have some way to identify the number of panic!= to

be piaced using a default placement me:hod. Dew:rnining the rnerhod n.hich Kill be tsxi xxi an

acceptable may to determine the number of edge and inrc:ior par:ic!es n-N be a diiiicu!t is~~e m-irh.

co clear marhemaricai answers.

Another problem is the size of the tirnfi:ep in the simulation. Currently a user de&d or

default size is used. The only time th~ is changed is when a pm:icle will escape from :he domain

being meshed in the currem timestep. In this case the times:ep is reduced only as long M required

for the partic!es ~eioci~ to be slowed by the repulXon from the boundary. A better -wlution is to

use dynamic reia--a[ion techniques to continuo~=ly adapt the tirnesrep to a reasonable size. Tnis wiil

allow the elimination of this information as a ~~er ~ariable. and will also speed the o~.erallewcution

by using larger timesreps when the simulation is closer to equilibrium.

Iker input from partial results of other meshing products such as the Poisson-s tool d~cussed

previously is clumsi at best and should be improved. A file is specified by the user and the number

of particIes to place on the boundary and the total number of particlrs is input. Thii should be

changed to allow the system to call the other mesh tool with its native interface and interpret the

results. The Poissa”s tooI is implemented in Fortran77 on a Sun workstation. The program s50uM

be abie to take in the domain to be meshed. wrire an input file for the Poisson-s tool. use rsh to

~i;lrz the Sun wor~s;ation nleshing thedomain. receive a norice whe:l the meshing is dor.e. a::t! the::

read in the resuhs. including the number of particles on the domain-s boundary cmd imetior. In

-10
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~&jjrjon. theljn~ findingphtie Mayneed[0 be tn-p~ti in some cases. h pnr:iCUiar. a pa~’in~

a]gor~hm ~ay have on]}-a fell- holti ]e.fi in the m~h and rat}ler than diicarcihvg Ihe connec:i~-iti~

previously ~rabl~hed- the routines shou!c! be able to use the full redts from the pre’.-ioti rndwr.

ii :ix previous meshing tool is implemented in the Co!deT environment. ths is a trivial rask In the

czs of :etnore ~~ie.~- where informaiicn mill have ro be exchanged using fiits. pipes. or me-sasjng

this become- more of a cfm]!enge.

6.1.3 Optimization of Routines

Quality of the mesh is a concern n%iich h= not yet been addressed. The mos: ei%c:i~e

c!mngs httar cou!d be made is to imure rhat a!l links niil create arrange.menrs where each node in

the EXA is shared by four e!ernenrs. Tsb should be done during link creation (possibiy using a

Sr.u!arecf armealicg or combirmtorical approach!. and during 100? reduction using a cornbina:orics!

a?preac!l. Il%ile ir is not possi”olero have ail XX& shared by on!y four other e!emen::. tlhe munber

o! 3 x~d five wdent nod= can be rruucwi .w~ nodes S:arcw I.wa !,mw nu:::be: 01 e!r:::~:l;s ,.siy or
.-

more; should be e!iminared.
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Appendix A

Mathematical Symbols and

Abbreviations
4

9--

L“

-“:

rl,k -

BS -

C’.4 -

C& -

CD,=.., -

c, -
m-

Icml -

Jcm! -

CR -

cRot -

F,j -

[z -

LOS -

m

~~d~ of oriegr~:icn of a pfl::ic!e from a hotizon:al n+wmcc

reiatke angle Sam arm one to anorher arm on rhe pc~r:ic!e

(~&. l~(J’. or ~~()=]

rotational Ve!ocity of parricle 1

location of .Irm end ~ on partic!e 1

Boundary -~ment -~

Constant of Artracril-e potential .

Constaru of rotationid Damping

Constant of translational Damping

Center of particie 1

the Yector from C, to .-l,~

the d~tance from C, to .-l,k

the shortest (perpendicular) dstance from the center of particle

1 to boundary segment -~

Constant of RepufAYepotential

Constant of Rotational potential

Force on parricle 1 due to particle j

nominal size of particle i (~~~)

Line of Sight

the number of boundary see~:enrs

43
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MPI - M2ssage Passing Interface

n- the number of particles

00 - Order of comple.siry of an algorithm

Pi-s[ - Parallel l%:ualSfachine

t; - t:ansiational Ve!ociryof par:ic!e i

4.
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Appendix B

Pro@am Listings

, I

\

B.1 Script to Ru~ Llultiple Circle Simulations

::

::

::

::

::

::

::

(display .C-eatq gecaetrj far circle.. b.)
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‘-- tke cenze:of tke c:::le; defze a ;0s:::02 ..-

(c!d::e Ce=:e: (FOS$Z::2 55 O) )

: c:ea:e :ke c;;os::e edge usq tke tzo ter-:ces

(def*e ec!3e2 (~c:~ge-c====~c: ‘ellipse- V2 vi cenze=))

: e:s?:rr~ t?e sce:e

(L-.:sce:e-re:: esh+efxd: )

(L-d:.aic.~Ox-sec-azzz:ks .view.sll.)

(L-s: &-a4Jle-xcOve-fz=-scece ciz:ie2c&y)

;: A sL~le scene zagezec utility ger.s loaded here

. .;,
(&fi:e face c:rcle?a:e)

(load “u#ate-scece.S&)

(had “goex.sc=-)

(load .gofL.sG.)

(load .gorf -SC=-)

46
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(do () (=es.k.esult)

(cefAe =esb..e9Lt

(ah: sLwla:icn-quad_aesk- cool circleFace cox:aller “Erpad!:- 10))

(dis; lz:- ‘~assxa done for 10 steps. . .\.c. )

(c-*a:e-scece c==t:ainer)

)

, I

I
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)

\
(dh+a? “b. )

(Ck+q: -::-. L ~z=e c:=+ete. SZL-.:=3 .Te-.-e-.-. . . - -- J.” ---- !--:
4

(’$:s;2>< b.) .

o)

(Axs=da::os-qnad=es+s=ol c:scle?a:e c==:=lle: %ef =e!?- 1))

(de:Ae ref&ee=:Cnuazer (+ re<=e=estCau=:e: 9)

(d:s?hq %“)

(display “RefA=e=z dcse for lccp .)

(d:s?lay re:=ce::COu=zer)

(d:s~uq . . . .s=.)

C:*aze-sceze c:=:a:ze:)

(defize lco;=es=l: S:)

(do () (loc;Ees-Gz)

(define loc~=esu.lt

(=s&s*atioa-quad=es& tOOl c:r::e?ace c:=:::12er ‘@=LV. 10))

(*:splay ‘Ezza=ion done for 10 ste;s.. -k-;

(update-sc=e coataiaer)

)

)

(update-scene Cmc=er)

(&-~: scese-cOntx:i-= i=ation ‘add”)

(dis~lay %.)

(display ‘Ref icw=e=: phase co=?le:e.. b.)
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)

)

(~i:s~+a::ca-quacleesh- tool cixcle;ace ccnr-=c12er . s.acr=ex~eed. -I)

(sk:sL-Jatica~uad-=esh-tool Circle;ace controller .Reset-)

(d.-._:sce=cca:rOlO~katioCICl ●cle=-.)

)

I I

.
(ex::)

49
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Appendix A-5

The following memo written by Clark Dohrmann summarizes the second functional that
was used. This functional was thought to be more robust than the initial formulation and
eliminated the use of the “capture zone”.

.
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Some h-otes on the 3D Potential for hleshing
via Global Optimization

April 14,1998

Clark Dohrmann

1. Preliminaries:

Let a, and b: (i= 1,2, 3) denote unit vectors fised in reference frames .4 and B, respec-
tively. Reference frame .4 is fi..ed to ground and reference frame B is attached to ele.mem
number i. The e~ernentsof the cosine matris for B in A are defined as

cmn = a.m”bz (1)

Taking the mriarion of Eq. (1), one obtains

C5cmn= am” Jbn p)

Virtual rotations Jdl, 682,663about bl, b2, b3 result in the following \ariations:

Wing the chain rule fordifferentiationand Eqs. (2-5),the wiation of a function~(C~n) is
givenby
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Grouping together the W terms in the pre~ious equation, one obtains

-: m-here
af

f—
“’” = acmn

(q

2. Potential to Disperse Elements:

Ler (z,, Y,,z,) and (zj. YJ.:1) denote the coordinate of element cen~er~i and j- J- wer-
alized distance r between the two elements is defined as

T=J(w)’+(w)’+(Y)’ (g)

where 1=,/g and 1: are positive constants. A-oticefor the cxe L = 1, lY= 1 and l== 1 that
Eq. (9) simpk%s to

,= J=, - rj)~ + (?A- Y,)’+ (=: - =,)’ (lo)

The contribution of element j to the potential for element i is expsssd as

Ud = U’d~c(T/rd)fd(r/rd) (11)

m-here~d >0 is a sca]ar m-eight,rd is the radius of infkence for dispemion. and

{

~/3 – 4s~ + 4.s3 O<s< 1/2

u’.(s) = 4/3 – 4s + 4s2 – 4/3s3 1/2< s <1
0 s~l “

(12)

2
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Sot ice that the function w.(s) has a masimum value ats = Oand smoothly transitions to a

~alue of zero at s = 1. An e.sample of the function ~d k

fd(r/~d)= (~;rd)-n (13)

where n is positive integer. ‘The function ~d given by the pre~~om equation r~~lt~ ~ a

potential that causes the elements to be repulsxl from one another. Other forrm of J< are
also possible.

The forces (1% Fdy, FjJ acting on e!eme~t ~ due to element ~ are @IXI @

(14)

Di.iierentiating Eq. (11) mith respect to r,. y, and s, leads to

g=

a- Ud[U~(r/~d)ju(r/rd) + W(r/rd)fj(r/rd)] %/(rti@

-1

3. Potential to Aliem Elements:

The contribution of e!ement j to the potential for element i is espesxd as

(15)

(16)

(17)

(1s)

where w= >0 is a scalar weight and r~ is the radius of influence for
we have 3

f~(~t:Yi: ‘i: Zj:Yj~ ‘j, C~~) = 3 – ~ COS hpn

n=l

3

(19)

alignment. Currently,

(~())
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m-here -

pn = clnQ: ~ ~?nay ~ C’3nQ: (21)

>-otice that pn is the dot product of unit vector b. with a unit wctor directed from e!e.mex
j to e!ement i. Thus, j= is minimized if the alignment of element i is either paralle! or
perpendicular to a vector going horn element i to e!ement j.

The forces (FC, F=y.F=.) acting on element i due to e!eme~t j are given by

ayx

m-here

with respect to z,, y, and ~, leati to

.

n=l

d=y d==

H
(1 - Q:) -Q=a: -Q.Q’.

p~,”=; —C@= (1 - Q;) -aya,

1

(~6)

:Y == —a=Q= -Q:ay (1 - c:)

J I

I
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.:

where .

U.mn = + (30)
mn

It fol.lom from Eqs. (19-21) and (27-29) that

T L- = 2nrOwC(r/r=)~z sin kp3–p3sin%pz] (31)

T& = 27rw=wc(r/r=)~3 sin 2TpI – p! tin Q7P3]
(~~]

T.: = 2m.C=Wc(r/r=)~Isin km - ~ sin 2rpl] (33)

4. Kinematics:

Euler parameters c1.t2, $3.CJpro~ide a conveniem means for describing the orientation
of B in .4. Tlie e!ements of the cosine. matri-c are re!atti to the Euler parameters by the
equations

c~~ = 1 – 2(; –25; (34]

c~ = l-+-+ (35)

C33 = 1–2C:–2<: (36)

C12 = 2(EIQ – 6364) (37)

Cz = 2(ezcs– ISICJ) (3s)

C31= 2(6361- 6264) (39)

c~3= 2(6361+qe:) (Jo)
c~l = 2(E162+6364) (41)

C3Z= 2(6263+ti~~) (Q)

The angular velocity vector ‘of 13 in A can be expressed in terms of unit vectors fised in B
as

w = wlbl i- c+bz+ &’3b3 (43)

Time deri~atiws of the Euler parameters are given by
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S. Optimization using D-ynamic Relaxation:

Sections 2 and 3 showed how to calculate the dispersion forces and the aliammem forces
and torques acting on element i due to element j. The net forces and torques acting on
element i are obtained b~ summing the contributions of all e!ements j # i.

Let [F=, Fy. F.) and ~T=,TY.T=) denote the net forc~ and torque acting on e~e~e~t i-
Damping coefliciems c~and G are introduced that are associated with the translational and
rotational motion of element i. The dynamical equations of motion for element i are gken
by

where mi and 11are the mass and moment of inertia (isotropic) of e!ement i. I\-e current Iy
set m,= 1 and I, = 1.

Equations (4%53) are integrated numerically using a forwmd Euler method to obtain
e!ement ~elocitim. similar quatio~ and a backward Euler integration sche~.e are Ud

to obtain the element displacements from the element velocities- Equations (MT) are
a~o numerica]ll- inte~ated using an Euler method. In addi~ion. the Euler paraxnete.rs are-
normalized aft er each time step such that

The equations of motion are integrated until a near-equilibrium state is achiewd.

6
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The combinatorics work that was performed to solve the connectivity is summarized in the
following memo written by Vitus Leung. The memo describes the matching problem
formulation and the necessary geometric constraints that were used to solve the problem.
Both the two- and three-dimensional problem are addressed.
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Finite Element Meshing Approached as a Global Minimization Process

1 Combinatorial Connectivity Technique

This section describes the combinatorial optimization technique used to fkd -
the connecfirity in the global minimization meshing scheme. The conncc-
iirity is a complete pairing between particle arms such that the dual to the
conrzecliriiy yields a good mesh. After a pairing has been made, a bond is
“formedbetween the two arms. Particle connectivity rules include:

1. Eve=- particle arm must be paired with another particle arm.

2. .+ particle arm cannot be paired with itse!f or another arm of thz:
particle.

3. A particle can have at most one arm connected to any o[he: p.zr:ick.

4. .4 pairing cannot be made whose bond intersects the body of anothe:

particle.

The problem of minimizing the weight of a complete pairing betwen
.] and 4 is known as the nonbipzr-particle arms with connectivity rules 1, -,

tite weighted matching problem in the combinatorial optimization literature
and has an O(n3) algorithm [7].However, when connectivity rule 3 or the

additional connectivity rules in Subsections 1.1 or 1.2 are added, the prob

lem becomes SP-Complete even for bipartite graphs [5]. his means that

the problem is ‘just as hard= as a large number of other problems widely

reco=mized as being difficult and having confounded experts for years [S;.

The connectivity problem can be formulated = an integer program, ano-

ther A-P-Complete problem [6] {1]. and all the ‘machinery= that has been

developed to solve integer programs can be used to solve the connecti~ity
problem. (More information about integer program solvers is given in Sub
section 1.3.) Let arm i of particle k be denoted by Pk.i. Let the bond betwea
Pi.j and Pi.!: where i < & be denoted by 13~~.Let B: = 1 ~rhenthe bond
between Pi.j and Pk,l is used and B~f = Ootherwise. Each bond has a weight. . . .
associated with it. Let the weight of bond B~f be denoted by 11~~. The
objective function for the integer program is

1
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subject to constraints derived from the connectivity rules.
Connectivity rule 1 can be enforced by constraints of the form

fogall k, 1. Connectivity rule 2 can be enforced by constraints of the form
B~$ = O for all i,j, k. Connectivity de 3 can be enforced by constraints of
the form

j.{

for all i, k. Connectivity rule 4 can be enforced by constraints of the form
Bfi = Owhen B~~ intersects the body of another particle. Additional connec-
ti~ty ruIes and t~eir corresponding constraints for two and three dimensional

problems are given in Subsections 1.1 and 1;2, respectively.

1.1 2D

In the plane, the:e is an additional connectivity rule forbidding bonds from

crossing each other. This rule can be enforced by constraints of the form
Bfi + B~;’ < 1 when B: and B~;n intersect. Such constraints can be
strengthened by the addition of other bonds that cannot coexist with any of
the bonds in the constraint already. (Stronger constraints lead to faster solu-
tions.) Some ways to do this are to combine the idea behind this constraint
with the idea behkd the constraint for connectivity rule 1 or 3 above. There
are still 0(n4) such constraints.

In an early prototype using lp~olve a public domain linear and integer
program soker, the crossing constraints caused lp~olve to run out of virtual
memory on problems with less than fifty particles. In a problem with over
400 particks: even the 0(n2) constraints for connectivity ruIe 3 were able to
do the same thing. A technique caIled branch and cut [4] [S]can reduce the
amount of memory used in both cases.

In branch and cut, the integer program is initialized with only a subset
of the constraints. A separation algorithm is used to find constraints in the
complete integer program that are violated by the solution to this initial
problem. These \iolated constraints are added to the initial subset of the
constraints. This process is iterated until a soIution is found that does not
have any violated constraints.

I
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Finite Element Meshing Approached as a Global Minimization Process

Branch and cut can also be used to enforce constraints on the quality of
a mesh like maximum node valence. The separation algorithm can search
for ‘high’ valence nodes and generate constraints that do not allow ~11the
bonds that cieate a high valence node to exist simultaneously. .Irt alterna-

tive remedy for the high valeace nodes is to replace the.rn with addit~ona!

particles. The planar code has been parametetized to include or exclude the

high dence separation as well as to include or exclude the integer constraint

on bonds. By rel~xing the integer constraint on the bonds, a partial solution

with most of the connectivity can be obtained in polynomial time.

1.2 3D

In three space. the analog to the crossing constraint in the p!ane is an ex-
tension of connectivity rule 4 so that a partic!e”s size is determined by its
connecti~-ity.The form of this constraint is

where ~~~n intersects the face normal to ~:.j whose edges are determined bj-

~~~1)~~.6, ~~.(j+2)m’Jd6, @~)m~G
:1.jz , and B~;$~5)mti.6. Such constraints can

be strengthened in the same manner as the crossing constraints in the plane.
These constraints and the constraints for the connectivity rules above

generate a connectivity for which the dual mesh elements intersect at faces.
edges: or vertices. Furthermoret facial intersections between two elements
are limited to one face. However: edge intersections are not so limited. A
separation algorithm to limit edge intersections still remains to be deve!oped.
The ability to return a partial solution in 3D also remains to be developed.

1.3 Integer Program Solvers

In addition to lp~olvej CPLEX [9]~2]a state of the art commercial sequential
integer program solver has been used. In the near future, PICO a state of
the art parallel integer program solver being developed under a Sandia CS
LDRD shouId also be available for this application.

3
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